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PREFACE

I

T IS THE PURPOSE OF THE FLOWSHEET
THIS
campus every day. College life is informal, and it is this idea
scientiously endeavored to get across to you-the College of
staff that in our present stage of development, the scene must

....

YEAR to portray the student as you see him on the
of capturing the spirit of the cam.pus that we have conMines of today and tomorrow. It is the opinion of the
be set for growth along the lines of this yearbook.

In this the twenty-fifth year of the College of Mines, we look back to its founding with pride, happy that in future
years we can feel our part in the establishing of a truly great institution, happy that even now we are making tradition,
without which the atmosphere and spirit of a school suffers, happy that we may be pioneers in education if not in
countries.
One omission we have intentionally made: we have not carried on with the Who's Who-in-the-FLOWSHEET
idea,
for we feel that to do so would be to reiterate the names of those who hold the prominent positions on the campus,
which have varied little in the past two years. However, in the future it will be impossible for a small group to head
the outstanding personality list, and we sincerely hope that the tradition will be revived.
An annual should be the pictorial record of a year in school, and it is that end we have tried to achieve. There is very
little that is original in publishing an annual-what is new in yearbooks depends upon the locale, and more pre-eminently
so, the budget. We have spent liberally in order to incorporate as best we may the ideas developed more completely
in the larger colleges and universities throughout the country. Closely we have studied the trends in yearbooks to give
you the most modern interpretation of styles possible; and whatever your opinion of the second standard size edition
at the College of Mines may be, it is for you, and by you alone that we commemorate this year's annual.
THE

TWENTY-FIFTH

ANNIVERSARY

EDITION

PRESENTS
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.... DEDICATION

T

HERE

improvements

is no law for progress.

Educational

in one school do not necessarily

additions
spell growth

and
in

another, and for this reason we do not feel that we are overstating
when we say that the recent and astounding

development of the

College of Mines has been through its arts and musical channels.
The organization

that has paved the way more rapidly for an

increase in the size and campus spirit of this institution

is the

Band, under the dynamic influence of Glen R. Johnson, director.
Salvaging a small group of student musicians, who spasmodically
appeared at school functions, from the verge of disruption,
Johnson has speedily collected and drilled a representative

Mr.

portion

of the student body into a college marching band that we are all
proud of, and which, in our estimation, is one of the most vital
elements in a cultured

school.

The Band has worked

harder

than any other organization

on

the campus. Day after day it has rehearsed as you see in the above
picture in order that it might bring credit to the school and to the
students

themselves.

our congratulations

And it is with great pride that we extend
to the College of Mines Band after a year of

memorable achievement and success.
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•
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•
STAFFORD'S

•
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S. K. SMITH

COMPANY

•
ACTION

PHOTOS
BY
GERLACH
FERNANDEZ

Library and Administration Building
New center of the campus, more centrally
the executive branch of the college . . . .
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located, where resides

Main Building
Geology, Physics Departments,
Health office, Classroom auditorium, Student Co-operative
store

Women's
Dormitory
Residence of out-of-town girls,
Dining Room

[Page Ten]

Engineering
Building
Office of dean of Engineers,
Laboratories
for
drawing,
drafting, blue print, and photostating

Seamon Hall
Mining and metallurgy laboratories
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Kelly Hall
I

Women's lounge, faculty
offices, classrooms
[Page Twelve]

Texas Centennial Museum
[Page Thirteen]

Outstanding exhibits in archeology,
paleontology, and mineralogy

Burges Hall
Headquarters for
all
Biology and
Business
Administration students

Men's Dormitory
Symbol of further increase in
student enrollment

[Page Fourteen 1

Chemistry
Building
Site of student auditorium, chemistry
laboratories, lecture rooms, scene of
most final exams

Holliday Hall
Center of Border Conference sports,
entrance to Kidd Field at right,
Miners attend assemblies, dances
here

[Page Fifteen]
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•

EXECUTIVES

•

President D. M. Wiggins
If

progress and achievement in an institution of learning can be attributed

driving force, that impetus is President Wiggins.
the present day, he has approximately

to anyone

From the time of his arrival in 1935, to

doubled student enrollment, campus construction,

and the prestige of the college in the minds of the general public. Receiving his Ph. D. from
Yale in 1930, Dr. Wiggins has maintained his youthful outlook and has rejuvenated
failing spirit of the school to one of determination and advancement.

the

His sense of humor is

the keynote to a delightful personality that has won the student body. Impressive on the
speaking platform, a good sport on the golf links, sincere in his manner, Dr. Wiggins is the
logical president for the College of Mines during these formative days.

Deans 'of the College
John William Kidd, Dean of Mining and Metallurgy, traditionally
known as "Cap Kidd," and the only important personage on the
campus who thoroughly enjoys being called by his nick-name.
He has been with the school since its location on the present site,
and has been largely responsible for the reputation of this institution as one of the best engineering schools in the country. He
is completely absorbed in his work and is highly respected in the
class room and on the campus for his knowledge and experience.
Dean Kidd's last degree was in Electrical Engineering taken at
Texas A. and M. in 1909. Cap's cheery personality makes him
invaluable to campus life; and since he has supervised most of
the blasting done on the ground, he is unluckily the target of many
tall tales.

Charles Alexander Puckett, Dean of Arts and Education, undoubtedly holds one of the most ticklish positions, from the angle of
student popularity, on the whole executive staff-that
of admonishing students for over-cutting. And he gets the job done with
superb technique which both pleases and renders the student
thoughtful. His calm, reassuring demeanor is evidence of his sincere desire to help and instruct. In 1916 he received his Master
of Arts degree from Harvard University. As one-time acting president of the College of Mines, Dean Puckett has nursed the academic school through its infancy, and today proudly watches this
institution takes its place among the more highly accredited colleges of the country.

Norma Egg, Dean of Women, M. A., is the third dean of women
in the history of the College of Mines, which, fundamentally,
was a boys' school until it turned co-educational in 1927. Hers
is the task of supervising nearly half of the entire student body
in matters of conduct, policy, and curriculum. And the task is
not easy, for an unusually large percentage of women students
live off the campus, and are, therefore, less subject to her influence; but only Dean Egg's even-balance and tact could cope
with the problems which come in her sphere. In beginner's
English, setting Freshmen off on an even keel is her specialty;
and on opening day, she quietly informs her classes that she
has heard all puns, past and present, about her name.
[Page Twenty)

)

Informals of Our Formal Faculty
A. H. Berkman, B. A., M. A., Ph. D., professor of Biological Sciences, president of the Southwestern Exploration Society, has been at the Mines about eight years. Very jolly,
easy to meet, quite at home among the wilds of nature, enjoys scaring students in his fearless handling of snakes, has
a good singing voice, head of the Disciplinary Committee.

Lloyd A. Nelson, M. S., Ph. D., associate professor of Geology, one of the most widely known profs on the campus,
one of the few existing authorities on geologic formations
of EI Paso and vicinity. Has nursed the Student Co-op into
a thriving store, calls the students by their first names and
gets them right.

Joseph M. Roth, M. A., Ph. D., professor of Philosophy and
Psychology, quiet, rather bashful, often seen in correct morning attire with bedroom slippers. He is well-grounded in
the classics and has an excellent philosophical mind. Dignified, and always eager to help his students.

Richard H. Olmsted, M. A., Ph. D., assistant professor of
Modern Languages, handsome, sincere, doesn't get flustered
over indifferent students; organizer of the annual student
trip to Mexico City. Dr. Olmsted is active in extra-curricula
activities, fair in his classroom judgments.

Leon D. Moses, B. A., M. A., assistant professor of English,
one of the most genteel and popular profs on the campus.
Devoted to literature, golf, and his pipe. Uses a dime to
keep tobacco from blowing out of the latter. Gets thoroughly
disgusted with late themes and students who cut quizzes.
Has published several poems and ballads.
Howard E. Quinn, M. S., Ph. D., professor of Geology,
dresses with indifferent neatness and cannot be induced to
part with his western hat. Straight-forward and friendly in
his manner, spews forth geologic terms with ease, has his
office clustered with everything from cement slabs to ichthyosa uric rarities.

John L. Waller, M. A., Ph. D., professor of History, is
thoroughly natural in the classroom and on the campus.
Deliberate in manner, likes to walk, hence addicted to golf;
and it wasn't his fault that the golf team didn't come through
with a better record this year. Has a certain boyish air that
completely wins his students.
Elmer B. Atwood, M. A., Ph. D., vrsitmg instructor in
English from the University of Texas; young, genial, polished, widely travelled; letterman on the rowing team while
in college. Wears a Phi Beta Kappa key on his watch chain.
Studied in England, France, and Germany. Doesn't expect
too much from his class, unassuming.
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FACULTY
P. W. Durkee, associate professor of Physics, B. S., M. S.,
is one of the most well-rounded profs on the campus. Much
prefers to sit back and watch rather than lead the conver-,
sation, talks through half-parted lips, and has an extremely
keen sense of humor plus the ability to take it, which puts
him on top as far as the student body is concerned.
William W. Lake, B. A., M. S., nervous, hard-working,
energetic professor of Chemistry. Late into the night his
office light may be seen burning, and he has developed several chemical compounds, the most recent of which is a new
indicator for titration work affording greater accuracy in
volumetric analysis. Is working on his doctorate.

Franklin H. Seamon, M. E., professor of Chemistry, admired and respected "grand old man" of the Chemistry
department, has the extraordinary habit of underestimating
the potency of his quizzes. Delights in regaling his classes
with tales of mining camp experiences in Mexico. Assumes
that all his students will fail, then says, "Don't let that
bother you."
Mac. F. Smith, assistant professor of Economics and Business Administration, B. B. A., M. B. A., is not reaching for
a gun, but a pencil. Very pleasing manner, makes good first
impressions, and is competent in unravelling the mysterious
theories of the dollar to the somewhat dubious students of
this year's class. May be well recommended as a dance
chaperone.

Thomas G. Barnes, B. A., M. S., instructor in Mathematics,
one of the new faces on the campus, crashed society columns
with his recent marriage. Has rapidly made a place for
himself in the school; and even though rather retiring in
nature, he is very cordial, and is "Tommy" to his friends.

William R. Avrett, B. A., M. A., assistant professor of
Modern Languages, one of the suavest and best dressed
of the administrative staff. Co-author of a Spanish grammar,
he has gone into print several times as a result of his scholarship. Has a perpetual twinkle in his eye, is calm in demeanor,
and goes out of his way to make friends with the students.

Alvin E. Null, associate professor of History, B. A., M. A.,
extremely polite and very deliberate in his classroom manner. He is quiet, but friendly and inspires confidence in his
students. Has a tendency to be slightly absent-minded.
Knows all the students and is popular with them.
William H. Ball, B. S., M. S., instructor in Chemistry, handles freshman labs where anything might happen. Concentrates on three objectives: Chemistry, playing tennis, and
chewing gum-and
does all well. Speaks in short monosyllables accompanied by nervous gestures of the hand.
Excellent lab technician.

ANNIVERSARY

F L'O W 5 H E E T
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FACULTY

John W. Kidd, B. S., E. E., professor of Engineering, eccentric, shrewd, natural, and makes an excellent friend.
Does not believe in cuts and produces engineers who know
their stuff. Is wide awake to the needs of the student body
and does all in his power to gratify them.

Isabelle K. Fineau, B. A., M.
Languages, speaks French and
interest of her students at heart,
Becomes vexed at the student's
talks rapidly for the full hour.

A., instructor in Modern
Spanish fluently, has the
very cordial and earnest.
inability to roll his "r's,"

Bertha Reynolds, B. A., M. A., instructor in Education,
direct, frank, conscientious, anxious that her students pay
strict attention to business, insistent on home-work. Friendly
when approached, eager to grant favors, co-operative in
spirit.

Burt F. Jenness, M. D., Lt. Comdr. M. C., U. S. Navy Rtd.,
assistant professor of Biological Sciences, quiet, brusque,
always gets to the point, has published several books of
poetry. Is the school physician, has a thorough knowledge
of the human body, interesting lecturer.

Floyd A. Decker, B. S., E. E., assistant professor of Engineering, slightly reserved though very friendly. Is quite an
asset to the Engineering department. Does his work efficiently, quickly, usually has his office filled with freshmen
asking advice.

Bulah A. Liles, B. A., M. A., instructor in Mathematics,
has a distinctive classroom manner, conscientious with unmathematically minded students.
Retiring, co - operative,
keeps rigid check on all home-work, good logical mind.

Edward D. Collins, Jr., B. S., assistant professor of Mining
and Metallurgy, athletic, well-liked, readily fits into the
spirit of a gathering. Prefers being one of the boys, scorns
wearing an overcoat south of the Mason-Dixon line, frequently speaks of the farms in Minnesota, becomes red in
the face when amused or angry.
John F. Graham, B. S., E. M., professor of Mining and
Metallurgy, jolly, good natured, has a desk that resembles
that of a copy editor after a big night. Shrewd judge of
personalities, keeps one jump ahead of his students, runs
his end of the department with ease and assurance. Has
good common sense.

25
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Rex W. Strickland, M. A., Ph. D., assistant professor of
History, knows his history backward and forward and presents it in a most interesting manner. Has acquired an enviable philosophic calm, refuses to get excited by war scares,
makes an excellent after-dinner speech and tells jokes you
haven't heard before.
Thomas E. Morris, B. B. A., M. B. A., professor of Economics and Business Administration, has as his job the
compilation of the social calendar every month, which he
does with the greatest of tact. He is head of student activities, objective in attitude, young, friendly, and popular with
all who know him. Has the knack of getting along with
people.

Myrtle E. Ball, B. A., instructor in Public Speaking, very
dynamic, completely wrapped up in College Players and
Forensic Society. Is busy constantly, directs all plays presented at the college. Has an acquired accent, knows how to
put over her work with the necessary punch, pleasing to
talk to.

William S. Strain, B. S., M. S., instructor in Geology, very
quiet, concentrates on his work, an expert at constructing
dinosaurs and is building an eight-foot one, curator of the
Centennial Museum. Co-operative with the student body,
likes the out-of-doors, frequents the Big Bend country.

Joseph H. James, Jr., B. A., M. A., instructor in English,
new on the campus, quiet, rather bashful, very agreeable
when approached, adept with freshmen and sophomore students, popular as an advisee, promises to be quite an asset
to the campus as soon as the students discover what they
are missing.

Vayne Porter, acting Registrar for this year, attractive, has
a great deal of personality, handles her end of the department with great efficiency, likes to be treated like a college
student; is the secret passion of every boy on the campus.

Baxter Polk, B. A., B. S., librarian, tall, quick temper, works
constantly, goes to no end of trouble to please the students,
extremely efficient around books and makes a very good
friend. Likes to joke with the students, has dramatic ability,
very clean-cut, direct in his manner, keeps the library running smoothly.
Isabel A. Joseph, B. A., clerk in Business Office, has a great
deal of personality, makes everyone like her at first sight,
is tremendously interested in the student body and keeps
up with it. Held about all the prominent positions on the
campus when in school.

ANNIVERSARY
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FACULTY
Charles A. Puckett, B. A., M. A., professor of Education.
Calm and assured in manner, talks with half-closed lips.
Sympathetic with the students but sticks to the rule-book;
is lenient in class and can stand it if a student cuts loose
once in a while. Very academic in appearance.

Lena Eldridge, B. A., M. A., assistant professor of Modern
Languages. Gives freshman students their first taste of
Spanish and German. Is rather lenient and deliberate in
method, likes to refer to her personal experiences, especially
her travels, resents perennial class-cutters and late-comers.

Isabella C. Zimmerman, M. A., Ph. D., associate professor
of English, has a classroom manner that frightens beginning
students and fascinates them later. Is very thorough, gives
interesting side-lights on the subject, brilliant conversationalist, can talk on any subject. Likes white cats, always seems
to be in a hurry.

George P. Steen, B. S., M. S., instructor in Geology, is wen
liked by his classes, which he keeps in good order, teaches
slowly, thoroughly. Is steady and deliberate in action, has
a swell sense of humor and makes his course interesting, is
always fair and impartial.

Glen R. Johnson, instructor and director of Music, full of
nervous energy, always busy at something. Has a habit of
ending his statements with "Huh?" bawls people out and is
quick to apologize. Concocts unusual band formations and
makes good arrangements of songs. Very enthusiastic.

Pearl O. Ponsford, M. A., Ph. D., instructor in English,
is extremely meticulous, demands much of her students,
thorough, stresses daily assignments. Has no great sense
of humor, heartily dislikes absences, good teacher of the
fundamentals. Wears clothes which co-ed's admire.

Lucy C. Hoard, B. A., M. A., assistant professor of Education. Deliberate and thorough, gives interesting lectures,
doesn't mind repeating on request. Fine sense of humor,
is well liked.

Mary E. Pool, B. S., director of Dormitories, efficient, willing to aid organizations that wish to meet in the dormitory
reception room. Quiet in manner, has a pleasant smile, is
the out-door type, likes picnics and hikes, prefers boarders
to be on time for their meals.

ANNIVERSARY
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Marshall L. Pennington, B. B. A., business manager and
instructor, handsome, pleasant, inclined to be moody, always
willing to help a luckless student, keeps his work running
smoothly, efficiently, and up-to-date. Definitely athletic, basketball coach, has a natural "in" with people and knows it.

Frances S. Stevens, secretary to the President, a job in
itself that explains her personality, but to elaborate-extremely efficient, remembers fine points about people, makes
an excellent chaperone and tactfully performs her duties.
Neat personal appearance, always happy, hard to get flustered, but gets flustered.

Margaret Neely, stenographer, shining personality of the
north end of the administrative building, usually manages to
keep busy trying to decipher her own shorthand. Popular
with young and old alike, efficiency personified. Touchy
about people borrowing things from her that she needs and
knows nothing about.

Maurine E. Smith, B. A., assistant business manager, inclined to be hard-boiled, but makes you like it. Adept in
financial matters, keeps a clean record in the Business Office.
Dislikes to pose for pictures but is surprised at the result,
wears attractive clothes, is the athletic type minus masculinity.

Frances L. Job, B. A., information clerk and switchboard
operator, is the one you will hear if you call the "College
of Miyuns." Full of pep, sometimes quite kiddish, and at
others, she won't speak. Attractive and bubbles over with
efficiency.

Julia I. Kane, B. A., M. A., instructor in Physical Education, distinctly masculine, loves the out-of-doors. Has to
be coaxed to have her picture made, otherwise more than
anxious to help co-operate with the students. Has the disheartening job of trying to make good sports out of freshman girls.

Mack Saxon, associate professor of Physical Training, jolly,
good sense of humor that sometimes runs away with him,
head football coach and lives and talks football, likes to
scrimmage with the boys. Plays golf in his spare time.
Well-liked by everyone, fair in his judgments on the football field, shrewd coach.

Harry B. Phillips, B. A., instructor in Physical Education,
rugged, veteran of the football field, thoroughly enjoys a
good scrimmage, works his players hard and turns out a
strong line. Is in charge of all physical training classes,
co-operates willingly.

25~
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FACULTY

Mary K. Quinn, B. A., M. A., assistant professor of Sociology, is very popular with the girls, slightly sarcastic, quick
to see the humor in a situation, knows the best places to
go on field trips, takes a delight in catching students asleep
in class and insists upon absolute quiet. Is a good mixer.

Kendrick Smith, B. A., laboratory assistant in Biological
Sciences, witty, good-looking, pleasing, likes to spout technical terms to watch awe creep into the faces of his audience.

Frank Junell, instructor in Journalism,
B. A., M. A., is without doubt one of the
best organizers and publicity men ever to
land in this school. Known as "the Chief"
to the publication force, the hardest person
to get hold of on the campus, gets highly
enthusiastic over an idea, knows people,
and is known all over the state, natural at
all times, excellent mixer, knows how to
get what he wants. Has done an amazing
job of building a publications department
at the Mines.

25~
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Student Executive Council

The controlling body of student government on the campus is the Executive Council
which affixes, regulates, and directs student life. As the size of the student body increases,
so must the tenets of the organization that represents it; therefore, this year, two members
of the council were placed on the faculty Disciplinary Committee and two on the Curriculum Committee. The Student Council meets regularly on the campus or in the homes
of members, and this year it was in control of the largest Student Association membership
in the history of the school, totalling 560. Six official student delegates were sent to Purdue
University to the National Student Federation of America, one of the largest delegations
sent from any college in the country.
Some of the outstanding achievements of the year were the establishing of a fund for a
future student union building, tentatively proposing an amendment for the elimination
of publication offices from politics, and ending the year with a substantial balance in
the treasury.
Harry Montague

The Council at work, with Fred Boehm, Betty Stark, Ada McDonnell, Kermit O'Neal, Leon Wasika,
cottie Hunnicutt,
Harry Montague, Edwarda Keltner, Merle Hungerford, Larry Duthie, Arnulfo Vega, Alice Wileman, Alfredo Vazquez,
Margaret McDonnell

ANNIVERSARY
[Page Twenty-nine)
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Co-Ed

'.

OFFICERS

J ane ~ske
_._
President
Rachel.Bickley
:
_
.Vice-pr esident
Margaret McDonnell .._
_.._..Secretary
Sue Jackson
_ _
Treasurer

Controlling nearly one-half of the entire student body, the Cooed Association is eligible
to all women students on the campus. It is particularly active among the Freshman girls
to acquaint them with rules, traditions, and activities of this institution.
The feature event of this organization, which in itself has corne to be a tradition since
1929, is the Cooed dance which .was held this year at Holliday Hall December 5. The
theme of the dance was the "Champagne Waltz" with Miss Norma Egg, Dr. Gladys
Gregory, Miss Bulah Liles, Mrs, M. K. Quinn, Mrs, Lena Eldridge and Miss M. E. Pool,
acting hostesses.
A mild form of initiating Freshman girls may be seen on the campus during Hell Week,
at which time they appear between classes carrying everything from a well-baked brick
to a half-baked potato. Hi-Jinx Day climaxes the week with an extensive program given
for the benefit of upper classmen. Hell Week grew out of St. Patricia's Day, given in
conjunction with the Engineering St. Pat's, in 1931-33 during which the girls buried their
pride-slips of paper in bottles, and kissed the Blarney Stone in Slime Gully.

OFFICERS

AND REPRESENTATIVES

Jane Poske, Thelma Sundquist, Margaret McDonnell,
Marjorie Thurston, Marion Tappan, Sue Jackson

25~
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AT THE

Cleo Hardy,

"CHAMPAGNE

Bobbie Hunnicutt,

WALTZ"

Kathryn

Haisley,

Meta Bowman.

FLOWSHEET
[Page Tblrty]

Association . . ..

The first affair of the year was a German Coffee held in the Museum to introduce the
officers to the new students and get the Co-eds acquainted with each other. In keeping
with "M" Day, the Association furnished the lunch for the celebration, and was complimented on the fact that this year the sandwiches had meat in them.
Charm school was under the auspices of this organization meeting once a week conducted
each time by different personages who rehearsed the fundamentals of etiquette. The series
of lectures concluded with a four-day interview of boys and girls alike from Miss Osborne,
posture expert from the East, who gave personality hints to the student body. An Easter
Parade was the high light of the spring semester, and the year closed with a barbecue for
every girl on the campus.
The theme song for the Association is "Miner Co-ed" to the tune of "Betty
words written by Margaret Asmann.

Co-ed" and

Norma Egg
REPRESENT

ATIVES

Seniors
Marion- Tappan
Virginia Rice

Sophomores
Cleo Hardy
Kathryn Haisley

At Large
Meta Bowman
Margaret Asmann

Juniors
Bobbie Hunnicutt
Thelma Sundquist

Freshmen
Marjorie Thurston
Wilma Mae Meyer

Sponsor
Miss Norma Egg

MODELLING

ON THE

MINES'

BOARDWALK

IN THE

EASTER

PARADE

Marjorie Thurston, Mary Frances Bradshaw, Christine Chapman, Joyce Upperman, Shirley Hcisig, Jeanne Claire Leonard,
Dorothy West, Jimmie Lou Stowe, Sue Jean Lynch, Nellie Hanson, Aileen Hill, Peggy Lyons, Leona Starr

ANNIVERSARY
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Ex-Student Association
All gr~ates

of the -College of Mines are eligible to membership in the Ex-Student's

Association under the leadership of Paul Lance, president, Marvin Adkins, vice-president,
Elicia Fryer, secretary-treasurer,

and Dr. Lloyd A. Nelson, faculty advisor.

Officers, and

Board of Directors, consisting of Isabel Abdou Joseph, John ell Crimen, Dr. Kenneth L.
Rice, Brooks Travis, and Joel Friedkin, meet once every two months for dinner to keep
in contact with the college. The Board is composed of four elective offices, the immediate
past president, officers, and faculty advisor. Annual dues are three dollars, and members
receive the weekly school newspaper and the "Tex-Mine-X,"
six times a year. It is traditional for this organization

ex-student publication issued

to give a banquet to graduating

seniors each year, and in addition; it sponsored a Texas Mines Southwest Relay Carnival
with invitations extended to thirty colleges. Annual Homecoming festivities were in honor
of the Ex-Student

Paul Lance

AMO

G THOSE

PRESENT

Association and were sponsored by the student body.

at the Annual Homecoming banquet in Hotel Cortez ballroom

[Page Tblrty-two]

KALEIDOSCOPE

(1) Food in the school truck takes the upper hand as bedlam, sandwiches and coffee reign at much-feted "M" day ...
(2) Panky, Neece, and the boys, at the fifth relay station up the mountain, don't look so happy ...
(3) Supervising the
caldron of lime and water, inspector Branch shows them how ... (4) Milling freshmen furnish a nice background as Millie
Roden does a contortionist act ...
(5) This picture was thrown in, folks, just to remind you how the campus doesn't look
on "M" day ...
(6) Those on the outskirts are upper c1assmen and they've been fed first, or have they? Ellison might do
a two-step if someone would toss him a penny . . . (7) This Frosh duo steps lively as Supervisor Calderhead appeared to lend
a helping hand, or something ...
(8) With orderly precision, the bread-line moves from west to east, incidentally Juarez is
on the horizon ... (9) Townsfolk go wild and students let down their hair to greet the world's most popular football team
on their triumphant return from their smashing victory over Arizona University ...
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(1) An informal of our formal faculty chatting and punning with the Fort Bliss cavalry before the festivities of Army Day
... (2) Just to prove that the girls really did bring food on "M" day, we now present a close-up of a cup of coffee ...
(3) For our entertainment a smoke-screen is laid through the courtesy of the Chemical Warfare department ... (4) Tension
is written on every feature of Lois Andre, for thirty minutes after this picture was taken, she was crowned 1939 FLOWSHEET Football Queen. Ex-queen Johnell Crimen is in the foreground ...
(5) Regular as the tardy bell, the school bus
takes its toll for the trip down the hill ... (6) Major-General Lear tells Dr. Wiggins to pay attention to the army passing in
review; Jean is ...
(7) Dr. Wiggins awards Dallas Polo team the semi-final prize in the Southwestern Polo meet in a thrilling match climaxing Army Day ...
(8) Prof. Morris points with pride as he takes the new biology assistant, Kendrick
Smith, on a tour of campus inspection ... (9) Cavalry passes in review before the stands to the delight of Mines students .•.
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(1) Summer and fall surveying finds the Engineers mobilizing, which is quite to the liking of Weldon, Bernard, Jim, and
Fred ... (2) Mitcham and Prieto are just a little behind, but look what they're carrying, and the photographer isn't exactly
up with the crowd himself ...
(3) Nick and Joe indulge in Cap Kidd's favorite outdoor sport ... (4) Dr. Sonnichsen shows
Dids that the modern dance, especially the Susie Q., is a wonderful thing ...
(5) As we were saying, Cap Kidd's favorite
outdoor sport is football, and he is not watching the above explosion ... (6) At even-tide, weary Engineers fold up instruments, or if this is morning, they open up their instruments ....
(7) Harry, Bob, and Lloyd tell us this is necessary, but
we think they're showing off ...
(8) While Ruddy stares down the cameraman, Cordova looks around for a transit . . .
(9) Due to circumstances not under our control, we can't show what the boys are looking at, but they seem thoroughly

engrolled ....
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(1) Rufe Davis, Hollywood comedian, caused a stir on the campus for a day, en route to Los Angeles. Maxine is imitating
Rufe imitate an airplane ...
(2) Someone looks badly shaken up ... (3) Sexy Prexy Montague is explaining to the boys
that he is on the peak of condition, but we hope he isn't the butte of his own joke ... (4) Geology stewds working-we
could
watch it for hours ... (5) Mildred and Barstow playing mama and papa Daisy Mae style ...
(6) Among those present at
K. S. K.'s dinner-dance a la del Norte ... (7) In Russian garb Kornfeld is haranguing the crowd below for NUGGET publicity ... (8) Nation-wide publicity on Sadie Hawkins' day as Harriet, Marie and Hardy give an interview to the press ...
(9) And then the A. P. O. fraternity made their pledges throw off their inhibitions, and it looka as if Merle and Primo arc
preparing to scare someone out of their .kina ...
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(1) Preparing to debunk the expression, "Don't that beat the band"-Nothing
beats the Mines Band ...
(2) These belles
are as a tinkling cymbal and a sounding brass with their lyres ... (3) A telescopic attempt of Johnson's wagon-wheel creation
between halves at a football game taken atop Holliday Hall. , . (4) Gut-buckets, plumber's irons, wailing pipes, "G" strings,
and a stack of ivories, the Varsitonians are in the groove to jive on down ... (5) This boat is not only reflecting a stonewall,
but look at the shining personalities inside ... (6) Pre-game ceremonies on Kidd Field as the drum corps makes a few dead
sounds to beat up the flag ... (7) It's Claire to see that we're having a victory parade ... (8) We don't know what number
they're playing, and besides, the Lyon's busy •.. (9) The line. are not very uniform because Bobbie forgot part of hers as usual

.
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(1) Fanfare and a couple of Hail Queenies, Andre and Montague arrive in state to lend dignity to Homecoming football
game ... (2) Starving students stuff to saturation in the student store. We are also proud of the music box which defies the
cleverest counterfeiter ... (3) And-close to the phone in the store, sit Harriet and Ann waiting and waiting ... (4) What
is so lovely as a day in June with six of the fairest walking abreast ... (5) In the still of the night the business office is expecting a visit from the state auditors ... (6) Notice the symmetry, design, good taste, and form in the new library books,
especially taking cognizance of the even shelving arrangement ...
(7) The stands go crazy with excitement as the Seventh
Cavalry scores in the Mines' Army Day polo match ... (8) If you want a better picture of Geraldine, Marjorie, and Clarice,
consult every College of Mines publicity pamphlet published this year ... (9) Jimmie Cooked up this shot of Dr. Wiggins
viewing students with alarm ...
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(1) Well, we said as we walked into a Branch office of the Prospector, "All we know is what we read in the papers." And
Engineers can too read! ...
(2) A tooth for a tooth and a Chi for a Chi, one for all and Alpha one. As usual, Tappan's
only half here ... (3) Oh, quit, you're driving us Guffey. The Nugget would say, "Here's Mike, where's Pat," and not even
could the music-stand it . . . (4) We could go on indefinitely about men taking pictures of men taking pictures of men. But
then we would be told to Kodak to the old country, and we would be Leica a ship at sea ...
(5) We knew the band would
horn in here yet, or should we mention the brass they have? ... (6) Just a Penny Serenade, but there's no cents in it. Guernsey's always fiddling around ... (7) So well-bred they are perfect loafers. Cookie has lots of crust and Slim the dough ...
(8) Justice's eyes are opened by the band ... (9) Just remember. drummers aren't the Marion kind!
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(1) The year's outstanding convention, I. R. C. delegates assemble from the four corners to look ever the international situation, also EI Paso and vicinity ... (2) Hardy and Jean demonstrate something or other to somebody, anyway they are happy
... (3) The delegation from New Mexico University arrives at the I. R. C. conclave in fine fettle only to be met by local
member Stacy who is equally in fine fettle ... (4) Just before College Players settled down to a little serious initiating of
pledges at the Ware-house ...
(5) Newly crowned FLOWSHEET
Football Queen Andre and Prexy Montague take their
places among the four hundred at the Homecoming game ... (6) At a Student Association dance, the roving camera points
-Scottie points back ... (7) As campus talent takes to the air, Saffold is attempting to put wings on "0 Sole Mio" ...
(8) A study in fixed attention, but Claud is taking a firm stand ... (9) The fifty in front of Marme doesn't mean she won the
bingo prize, but it's Tri·Delt. annivereary ...
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(1) Mines' entry in the Sun Carnival parade. The whole float isn't shown, of course ... (2) Roper is crashing Hollywood by
punching Rufe Davis in the ribs ... (3) Prof. Bachman seems to be under the influence of a Strain ... (4) Oscar ogles the
polls, while the rest of the boys discuss possibilities of an engineering landslide ...
(5) A student is not registered until he
has paid his fees-here are some students ... (6) McCann and Herrera admire their crops for the coming Hard Luck dance
... (7) Chris Fox sees to it that Corrigan gets properly rigged up as they tour the campus ... (8) Mitchell, and toga, demonstrate the iron hand in the Sun Carnival parade ... (9) Those who have gone before us, in the way of ex-students who are

celebrating their accompli.hments with steak and union.
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(1) Dancing and whirling at the Gold Digger's prom in the spacious, if not larger, Holliday Hall ...
(2) Scoop, alias Bill
Saffold, nonchalantly rolls one while pounding out a "dope" story (get it?) ... (3) Pledges O'Neal and Stacy, late acquisitions
of the K. S. K.'s express glee and amusement over their find ...
(4) Goy Clark goes slightly slap-happy at finding an unguarded ballot box during FLOWSHEET
Football Queen election ... (5) Ace trumpeteer Lyon, of the Varsitonians, puckers
his lips for a rendition of "Star Dust" ... (6) We had to cut the bull out of this session as Barstow, Fred, and Harry discuss
the coming Student Association elections ... (7) The yawning caverns' here vouch for the good food at the K. S. K. dinnerdance (paging Louis Onick) ... (8) The election bull session continues as the Engineers express mixed emotions . . . (9)
Yes, this is the K. S. K. dinner-dance and they are still eating, except Drees who could pass for the ghost writer of this
script, so fair and pale is she ...
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(1) Didy, Didy, Didy, the Tri-Delts give a kid party on top, instead of under, the table ... (2) Posture expert Osborne tells
Miss Poole that her form is excellent ... (3) This is the FLOWSHEET
dance-no, the A. P. O. hop, that is, the PROSPECTOR jig-oh, well, it's a dance anyway ...
(4) Freshman girls mingle and intertwine at the Co-ed Association's morning coffee
(5) Students may frequently be seen coming from classes, but it's rare indeed to capture such joyous after-class
expressions
(6) In case you missed the first picture, this is the Co-ed's morning coffee with the girls still co-mingling and
overlapping
(7) Candids come to the fore as Miss Osborne demonstrates posture from atop the table ... (8) This tier
of tiny tots is through the courtesy of the D. D. D. kid brawl and any resemblance of this picture to real persons is purely coincidental ... (9) We are fairly certain that Jose and Johnell, seen in the foreground, are at the annual Gold Digger's dance.
If you don't believe us, ask them •..
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(1) The girls will probably have to marry someone who can support them, as the skids were put on this Varsity' Show novelty
act, but only minor aches and pains resulted ... (2) "I Love You Best by Candle-Light" in the grand finale, but we prefer the
way Earl Carroll does it ... (3) Say, "Ah," Men of Mines, and put some expression into it ...
(4) The chorus is a little
fagged out and seems a bit burned up in the Spectator number because most of them saw it in rehearsal ... (5) After six recounts, we take pleasure in announcing that FLOWSHEET
Favorite Hardy is also the Varsity Show Sweetheart ... (6) The
difficult routines pictured makes the girl's breath come in short pants ... (7) It's the Jooba, Jooba, Joobalai of chorus ... (8)
Give the girls a handle, boys, and step right up and take your pick . . . (9) Just a bunch of cheap-skates because they're all
going dutch.
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Class of 1939 ....

Representatives Arnulfo Vega, Margaret McDonnell, and
secretary Betty Johnson smile happily over plans for Senior
Week and graduation

Prexy Merle Hungerford,
class head

popular, conscientious

You can climb those hills and scale those
mountains for seniors don't have to work on
"M" Day

Vice-president

-
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CLASS of 1939
NELL FRANCES SIMPSON
B. A., Education
English, Government
Transfer SuI Ross '36
Library Assistant '37-'39
Career: library work

ALFREDO
G. VAZQUEZ
Student Council '39
Pre-Law Society
Forensic Society president '39
Sigma Delta Pi president '39
Academic Association vice-president '39
Pre s Club secretary '39
Latin-American
Club treasurer '38
National Who's Who '38
Prospector advertising manager '39
1. R. C. '39
College Players
Publications Board

FRED BOEHM
B. S., Chemistry
A. P. O. president '39
Student Council '39
News editor Prospector '39
Publications Board '39
1.R.c.
Scientific Club
Round Table '38
Student representative Disciplinary
committee
RACHEL BICKLEY
B. A., English, Social Science
Zeta Tau Alpha
1. R. C. president '38-'39
Gold Diggers '35-'37
Student Council '37-'38
Co-editor Student Handbook '39
Co-ed Council vice president '39
All Mines Girl '36
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WILMA BLACK
B. A., History, Social Science
D. D.D.
1. R. C. '39
A. C. E. '38-'39
All Mines Beauty '38
Gold Diggers '35-'39

ROBERT BENSON
B. S., Mining Engineering
Option Mining & Metallurgy
A. 1. M. E.
Scientific Club secretary-treasurer
Career: mining engineer
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EV ARISTO VALDES, L.
B. S., Mining Engineering
Scientific Club
A. 1. M. E.
Latin-American
Club '36-'38
Chemistry Assistant '36-'38
Assistant to Superintendent
of Grounds
and Buildings '36-'39

MARGARET
STEVENS
B. A., Economics
Business Administration

HERBERT
GORE
B. A., Business Administration
History
Transfer University of Missouri
Alpha Tau Omega

.,,:

HELEN MacPHERSON
B. A., English, Spanish

THOMPSON

FRANCIS McCORMICK
B. A., Business Administration
Economics
Newman Club '35-'39
Pre-Law '37-'39
Tennis Club '38
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VIRGINIA
ANNE
A. C. E. '39
Delta Epsilon Beta '39
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HARDY NALLEY
B. A., Business Administration
Economics, History
President Academic Association '38-'39
Yell Leader '36-'39
National Who's Who '39
Press Club
Exemplars '38
Sports editor Flowsheet '37-'39
Ore Diggers

SUSAN E. FRANKLIN
B. A., Education,
English, Public Speaking
Transfer Hardin-Simmons
'38
Colorado University, summer '38
College Players
Forensic Society
Accompanist Varsity Singers '38-'39
Varsity Show '39

JENNIE
CAMP
B. A., English
Library Assistant '35-'39
Glee Club '38
Alpha Chi
A. C. E.
Hobby: music

LEONARD
KORNFELD
B. A., History, English
Nugget editor '39
Scriblerus Club
Forensic Society
Ore Diggers
Career: writing

LLOYD S. JOHNSON
B. A., Geology, Zoology
Kappa Sigma Kappa
Scientific Club
A. I. M. E.
Scriblerus '39
Press Club '39
Advertising manager Nugget '39
Associate editor Prospector '35
Senior editor Flowsheet '39
Varsity Singers '35-'38
Ore Diggers
Track '37-'38
Zoology Laboratory Assistant '39

EUNICE
LAVENDER
B. A., Education,
Engli h and History

"
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CLASS of 1939
FRANCES NEWMAN
B. A., Spanish, English

ENRIQUE PRADO, R.
B. S., Mining Engineering
Metallurgy Option
Alpha Chi president '39":1
National Who's Who '.:tQ
Student Associate A. 1.. M. E.
Scientific Club vice-president '39
Mathematics Assistant '37-'39
Metallurgy Assistant '39
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DAVID K. PORTER
B. A., English, French
Kappa Sigma Kappa
Editor Flowsheet '39
Prospector staff '35-'39
1. R. C. regional president '39
Local president '38
College Players '37-'39
Pre-Med Club president '37-'38
Press Club '37·'39
Who's Who Flowsheet '38
Managing editor Flowsheet '38
Student Council '38
Publications Board '38

KEITH TEAGUE
B. A., English, Social Science
Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Chi
Gold Diggers '38
Career: teacher

RUTH WILLIAMS
B. A., Business Administration,
Economics
Girls' Sextette '36-'37
Varsity Singers, '37-'39, secretary
Career: civil service

EV ARISTO VALDES,
B. S., Mining Engineering
Scientific Club
A. I. M. E.
Latin-American
Club
Chemistry Assistant '36-'38
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MARGARET
BARNES
B. A., History, Social Science
Zeta Tau Alpha president
Panhellenic
Co-ed Council

GRACIE LA GONZALEZ
B. A., Modern Languages
Sigma Delta Pi secretary '37-'39
College Players '37
Latin-American
Club secretary-treasurer
'39
1. R. C. '39
A. C. E. '39
S. P. Q. '36-'38

BERNARD
BARDSLEY
B. S., Mining Engineering
Metallurgy Option
A. 1. M. E. Student Associate
Varsity Singers
Scientific Club
Men's Quartette '37-'39

MILDRED
BOYER
B. A., History, Government
Varsity Sweetheart candidate '38
Co-ed Council '38
Panhellenic representative '38
Round Table '38
D. E. B. president '39
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HELEN
MacPHERSON
B. A" English, Spanish

THOMPSON

NANCY LACKLAND
B. A., Spanish, English
Zeta Tau Alpha
Sigma Delta Pi
Gold Diggers '37-'38

FLOWSHEET
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MAXINE
ROPER
B. A., Business Administration,
Social Science
Alpha Chi '39
Press Club '39
Gold Diggers
Varsity Singers '39
College Players
Junior Class secretary '38
Prospector staff '39
•
Sun Carnival Princess '39
Secretary to Director of Publications

ABRAHAM
FERNANDEZ,
JR.
Transfer Texas University '35
Latin-American
Clufillpresident '39
Sigma Delta Pi '37 ~
Corresponding
secretary '39

,

I
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MARGARET
McDONNELL
B. A., Education, English
Gold Diggers '35-'37
Alpha Chi secretary '39
Co-ed Council '39
Co-ed Association secretary '39
D. D. D. president '39
Panhellenic
Council president '39
Student Council '39
A. C. E. '39

ROBERT
ABADIE
B. A., English
Band '35-'37
Drum. Major '35-'37
Men's Glee Club '37
Freshman Football '35

VIVIAN ANNETT A ERICKSON
B. A., History, Social Science

ANNIVERSARY

HARRY L. MONT AGUE
B. S., Mining Engineering
Metallurgy
Option
Scientific Club president '38
Varsity Singers treasurer '39
President Student Association '39
Student Council
A. 1. M. E.
Publications
Board
Alpha Phi Omega
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CARLOS A. MIER
Zoology, Chemistry
Pre-Med Club '36-'30
Latin-American
Club '36-'39
Career: doctor

ESTELLA
BURCIAGA
B. A., History, Social Science
Sigma Delta Pi
A. C. E.
Career: teacher

MARY ELLA BANKS
B. A., Education
Spanish and English
A. C. E. '37-'38
Varsity Singers '37-'38
High school and grade practice teaching
Career: teacher

ARNULFO
VEGA
B. S., Mining Engineering
Metallurgy Option
Chemistry Assistant
Senior Council
Scientific Club
Student Associate A. 1. M. E.
Latin-American
Club treasurer
Freshman track '36

FRANCISCO
LICON
Varsity Singers '35-'39
Pre-Med Club
Latin-American
Club vice-president
Forensic Society
Bacteriology Assistant '38-'39

'39

'30

ELLINOR
FLEMING
B. A., Business Administration
Economics
Career: accountant
Hobby: collecting poetry

FLOWSHEET
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WILLIAM
HOWARD
B. A., Business Administration
Journalism
Academic Association president '38
Press Club president '38
Flowsheet business manager '37-'39
Round Table '38
•
1. R. C. '37-'39
Kappa Sigma Kappa president '39
Prospector sports editor '37
Flowsheet Who's Who '38
Publications Board '38
Student Council '38

JUANITA
B. A., Education
Alpha Pi Sigma
Scriblerus
A. C. E.

ESTELJaE BRADT
B. S., Chemistry, ?gology
Pre-Med Club
.
Newman Club vice-president '36
Chemistry Assistant '39
Career: medical technologist

FRANCIS
McCORMICK
B. A., Business Administration
Economics
Newman Club '35-'39
Pre-Law Club '37-'39
Tennis Club '38

!!j
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GEORGE HARRIS
B. S., Mining Engineering
Mining Option

AGNES LEIGHTON
ADAMS
B. A., English, Social Science
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JULIUS CARRERA
B. S., Chemical Engineering
Alpha Chi
Alpha Phi Omega
Newman Club
A. 1. M. E.
Representative Curricula Committee
Representative Student Council
Vice-president Junior Class

SALLY PAGE
B. A, English, Spanish

VIRGINIA RICE
B. A., English, Spanish
Delta Delta Delta secretary '37-'38
Gold Diggers secretary-treasurer
'37
Executive Council '36-'37
Cooed Council '36-'39
A. C. E. president '38-'39
Sigma Delta Pi

BETTY JOHNSON
B. A., History, Social Science
Varsity Singers '36-'39
Woman's Glee Club president '38-'39
A C. E. '38-'39
Varsity Show '38-'39
Senior Class secretary-treasurer
'39
Organizations editor Flowsheet '37-'38
D. E. B. vice-president '38-'39

SCOTTIE HUNNICUTT
B. A., Education,
English, History
Gold Diggers '35-'38
Student Association secretary '38-'39
Band secretary '38
Newman Club '35-'39
A. C. E. vice-president '38-'39
Senior Class vice-president '39
Student Council '38-'39
Runner-up Junior Favorite '38

MERLE HUNGERFORD
B. S., Mining Engineering
Metallurgy Option
President Senior Class '39
Student Association treasurer
Alpha Phi Omega
Chemistry Assistant '37-'38
Chemistry Instructor '39
Publications Board '39
A 1. M. E.
Scientific Club
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BOB CLARK
B. A., Business Administration
Social Science
Kappa Sigma Kappa
1. R. c., regional secretary
Press Club
College Players '36-'37
Prospector staff
Ore Diggers
Flowsheet managing editor '37-'38
Humor editor '38, copy editor '38
Flowsheet Who's Who '38
Student Council '37
Academic Council '39
Editor-elect Flowsheet '40

ESTHER
ZLABOVSKY
B. A., French, Spanish
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JOSE MELENDEZ
B. S., Mining Engineering
Mining Option
Scientific Club
A.!. M. E.
Latin-American
Club
Phi Kappa Nu

TOM MITCHAM
B. S., Mining Engineering
Mining Option
Scientific Club
Student Associate A. 1. M. E.
Half-time job at Smelter and Cement plant
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LILLY BELLE G. HElD
B. A., Spanish, English
Transfer N.T.S.T.C., Denton
Sigma Delta Pi

MARY JO ROBINSON
B. A., French, English
Alpha Chi corresponding secretary
College Players '39
Scriblerus '38
Varsity Show Stage Designer
ugget Associate Art editor

'37-'39
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MEL REYNOLDS
B. A., Business Administration
Economics
Transfer M.T.S.T.e.,
Tennessee
College Players '37-'39
Forensic Society secretary '39
Alpha Psi Omega vice-president
National \Vho's Who '39
Candidate Senior Favorite '39

BARBARA
HACKETT
Transfer Stephens College
Transfer Missouri University
Alpha Chi '39

ORTELLA
WISER
B. A., Business Administration
History
Tennis Club
Career: business clerk

TONY HERNANDEZ
B. A., Economics, Social Science
Football '35-'39

'39

SAMUEL VALENCIA
B. S., Mining Engineering
Metallurgy
Option
Chemistry Assistant
A. 1. M. E.
Scientific Club
Latin-American
Club

EMILY BARLOWE
Social Science
Transfer Mary Hardin-Baylor
Varsity Singers '35-'39
College Players '37-'39
Forensic '35-'39
A. e. E. '39
Career: teacher

B. A., English,

-----------------------....;...-----_
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JOE SAM WILLIS
B. A., Zoology
Alpha Chi
Alpha Psi Omega
Kappa Sigma Kappa historian '38-'39
Scriblerus president '38-'39
College Players
Press Club vice-president
I.R.c.
Flowsheet staff '38
Nugget staff '38-'39
Biology Assistant
Ore Digger president '39

M~RION
TAPPAN
B. A., Eng~,
French
Delta Delta -Delta historian '39
Gold Diggers '35-'39
Alpha Chi '37-'39, vice-president
Cooed Council '38-'39
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JEANNE KAFFER
B. A., English, Social Science
Delta Del ta Delta librarian '39
All Mines Favorite '36-'37
College Players
Alpha Psi Omega president '38-'39
] unior Favorite '37-'38
Gold Diggers president '37-'38
Yell Leader '38-'39
Little French Theatre Award '38

VIRGINIA BESS
B. A., English, Social Science
A. C. E. secretary-treasurer
'38-'39
Varsity Singers Sextette '37
Career; teacher

FANNIE CAMP
B. A., English
Library Assistant '35-'39
Var ity Singers '38
Alpha Chi
A. C. E.
Hobby;
music

LEE COULEHAN
B. A., History, Social Science
Pre-Law Club
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ADELLA
C. GEER
B. A., Spanish
Transfer New Mexico University
Sigma Delta Pi '39

JONATHAN
LANCASTER
B. A., English, Social Science
Band '39
Varsity Singers '39
1. R. C. '39
Outpost '39
Kappa Sigma Kappa '39
Transfer De Pauw University
Career: band director

MARY ELEANOR
LYON
B. A., Biology, Mathematics
Pre-Med Club
D. E. B. treasurer '39
Botany Assistant '38
Bacteriology Assistant '39
Career: medical technologist

NICOLAS PEREZ, O.
B. S., Mining Engineering
Metallurgy Option
A. I. M. E.
Scientific Club '37-'39
Phi Beta Mex
Chemistry Assistant '36
Engineering Assistant '37-'39

ARTURO
M. MORALES
B. S., Mining Engineering
Mining Option
Freshman Football '35
Scientific Club '37-'39
Phi Beta Mex secretary '37
President '39
A. 1. M. E.
Assistant Engineering department

ENRIQUE
PRADO, R.
B. S., Mining Engineering
Metallrugy Option
Alpha Chi president '39
National vVho's Who '39
Student Associate A. 1. M. E.
Scientific Club vice-president '39
Mathematics Assistant '37-'39
Metallurgy Assistant '39
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Class of 1940 ....

Paul Carlton, quiet, pleasing,
well-liked, athletic president

Julius Carrera, good-looking
vice-president

Representatives Fred Boehm,
Alice Wileman, and Secretary
Juanice Tillman

An after-class meeting congregation
sion on Main steps

:
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and colossal bull ses-
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CLASS of 1940
George Beys

Sue Jackson

Paul Carlton

Joe Barrett

Mildred Hodges

Jim Stacy

Esperanza

Grubbs

John Beaty

Helen Galbraith

Earl Douglass

David Vinson

Jane Poske

James Maurice

Margaret

Asmann

J. D. Lambeth

Christine Chapman

Tom Love

Dick Guernsey
'I

I
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CLASS of 1940
David Tappan

J uanice Tillman

Ward Evans

Benita Vinson

Gene Neugebauer

Dids Meek

Kenneth Stice

Mildred Roden

Fred Ryan

Josephine Kelly

Pollard Rodgers

Jimmy King

George Pell

Thelma Sundquist

A. G. Apodaca

Robert Hall

Bob Lyon

Marjorie Rains
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CLASS of 1940
Wendell Pierce

Harland Gibson

Emilie Rheinheimer

Cecilio Arredondo

Mae Soucek

John Olson

Alice Wileman

Bill Saffold

Bernard Kerley

Betty Stablein

Jack Bradley

Robert Carlson

John William Byers

Evelyn Gibson

Charles Wimberly

Lu Venia Arnold

Robert Whitlock;

Estella Burciaga

•
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Class of 1941 ....

Larry Duthie, Engineering president of the Sophs, pleasing, ra ther quiet, popular with his class . ~. Sue Jean Lynch, secretary,
and Kermit O'Neal, representative, talk over the present set-up, and both agree that it's a wow ...
One of the strongest
officers in the class, Sue Jean Lynch has run in about every contest this year. She is the Engineers' pride and joy ... This
year's class is attempting to re-create a little rivalry between Sophs and Freshmen that heretofore has centered around the
annual prom. Great spirit was aroused by the pre-dance kidnapping of the Frosh president-s-but he has always led the
grand march.
t
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CLASS of 1941
Ray Sherman

Dorothy DesSaulles

Leon Wasika

Cleo Hardy

Harriet Hanninger Wagner

Lee Slauter

Morton Spar

Kermit O'Neal

Harry Moore

Charles Gish

Meta Bowman

James Davenport

Lillian Bess

Gordon Black

Betty White

George Rancich

Bettie Beard

Mary Jane Patton

.

-------------------------------------------
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CLASS of 1941
Louise Coggeshall Miller

Joe Bryan

William Branch

Jeanne Claire Leonard

Lloyd Nelson, Jr.

Anne Davis

Lorris Dorris

Dorothea Peterson

Howard

Pitts

Dick Watzke

Billye Lee Harmon

Nick Terrazas

Joyce Reed

Eugene Rister

William

Reynolds

Harwell Sleet

Walton Roberts
t

Sue Jean Lynch

j
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CLASS of 1941
Jane Kennedy

Donald Watzke

L.1. Pearce

Herbert Toone

Virginia Cross

William Mayfield

Martha Mae McCall

Rapkin Johnson

Kathryn Haisley

Harry Zimmer

Leo McCann

Margaret Wright

Jean Lassetter

Herman Webel

Loyle Howle

Miriam Quick

Jimmie Lou Stowe

Clarence Walker

25 !!!
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CLASS of 1941
George Gilchrist

Jenny Bob Crimen

Vincent Desmond

Dorothy Woodley

Felice Link

Albert O'Leary

Fredrico Hernandez

Janet Foote

John Guffey

d;iam

~tringer

~nH"d

Hughes

Virgil Rindom

John Hesler

Esther

Cox

Lee Harmon

Katherine Peevey

William Rike

Tiffany Rinehart
1
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CLASS of 1941
Mary Alyce Martin

Bill Gage

Mike Maros

Ruth Andre

Betty Stark

Ralph Hodges

Tom Abbott

Dorothy Chappell

Frank Forbes

Charles Taylor

Margaret Wright

Martin Fernandez

Jackie Stubblefield

Claud Haisley

Alma Poske

Elizabeth Ann Hines

Bob Echlin

Margaret Trueblood
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CLASS of 1941
Raymond

Frances

Pajari

Miller

William Black

Julia Carlton

Peggy Lyons

Olive Stewart

John A. Becker

Walter Peterson

Jack Ellis

Lois Andre

Arthur

Williams

Dorothy Faye Morris

Richard Moore

Mavis Paxton

Jack White

Victor Puente

Grayce Jones

Charles Oppenheim
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CLASS of 1941
Patty Curtiss

Larry Duthie

Shirley Heisig

Joe Dew

Dorothy West

Marshall Rowdabaugh

Dorothy Hamlyn
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Class of 1942 ....

Ada McDonnell and Bruce Cameron,
class representatives on the Student
Council

Vice-president Mary Ann
Mitchell, Acting president

George Austin, president
first school semester

for

t
•

I

The only time the Freshmen really have to work, "M"
Day on Mount Franklin
•

ANNIVERSARY
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CLASS of 1942
Harold].

Gregory

Mary Frances Bradshaw

Bill Goldfarb

Dee Cottingim

Jack Hunt

Marjorie Cravens

Louis Flores

Jane Duncan

Clyde Hammonds

June Mellard

Edward E. Crowe

Katherine Mulcahy

Sheila McFarlane

Ada McDonnell

Terry Kranzthor

Juanita Metcalf

Wesley Moore

Jean Moore
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CLASS of 1942
C. L. Williams

Mary Ann Mitchell

Charlee Hendricks

Beatrice Klabock

Martha Kozloske

June Lange

Dotty Kobold

Betty Sue Lanier

C L. North

Peggy Marston

Hazel Ann Manker

Hugh Wilson

Marie Montague

Frances Murphy

Amelia Morton

Richard Neece

Wilma Meyer

Billie Nance
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CLASS of 1942
Gloria Acason

Jessie Apodaca

Henry Carbajal

Sam Calhoun

Catalina Alden

Donald Black

Peggy Brown

Jesus Quesada

Winifred Brock

Dorothy

Stubblefield

Mildred Roberts

Nell Rodgers

Betty Ann Sparks

Ethridge

McKinzie

Mildred Rodriguez

Marian Saffold

Catherine Scarborough

Corinne Rosenberg
.-'

-----------------------------------------;
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CLASS of 1942
Jane Downey

Howard Miller

Lydia Chapman

Dick Miller

Fern Forsythe

Jack McCarty

Betty Jule Ferguson

John W. Harshbarger

Catalina Ornelas

Ruth Nordwald

Jean Rains

Bennie Nance

Patricia Mooney

Frank Mangan

Irene Palm

Emma O'Neal

Margaret

Norwood

Mary Jeanette Pennell

~'.~-'"-~~'.
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CLASS of 1942
Mary V. Hawkins

Julius Sadowsky

Amelia Herring

Robert Prokschl

Sue Hughes

Eliot Shapleigh

Betty Heil

Andaine Reese

Ann Gallagher

Juanita Hindon

James Toone

Betty Jones

Claude Pendley

Frances Jones

Edward Sanders

Marguerite

Knight

John Thorne

Christine Harrell
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CLASS of 1942
Marjorie Barwise

Edward Crowe

Margaret

Elkin

Waldo Emery

Estelle Dorris

Henry Daly

Beth Boland

Joe Dupree

Dewey Chesnut

Robert Penick

Ruth Garner

Merle Hatch

Darrell Hall

James Ford

Virginia Greening

Donald McCabe

Marjorie Greene

Rafael Ibarra

ANNIVERSARY
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CLASS of 1942
Altanell Oden

Alfred Valentino

Betty Jo Williams

Nancy Ellen Scott

Stanley Wright

Leona Starr

Lelaroy Williams

Kathryn Wolter

Dorothy Williams

Eugene Hays

Jane Johnson

Dorothy Drehner

Mary Lee Walbridge

Marshall Snelson

Virginia Unsell

Betty B. Drees

Ruth Sparks

John Twining

-

.
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CLASS of 1942
Nell McCutchan

Lee Beahler

Margaret Marston

Bert Chilton

Earline Penick

Windsor Nordin

Sue McCamant

Marsena Floyd

Bobbie Kremith

Lucille Skeen

Dick Price

Mary Elizabeth Whitaker

Frank Maiorana

Katherine Arnold

Brady Shannon

Ralph Hellwig

Pauline P. McKenzie

Albert Mueller

2S~
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CLASS of 1942
Donald Lance

Marie Hannigan

Neil Elbert Hayes

Margaret West

Robert W. Knowles

Joyce Upperman

Rosemary Walker

Frank Wentz

Frances Twiss
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V ANITiY FAIR

Miss Kate Black
All Mines Beauty

[Page Ninety-one]

l
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....

Miss Mildred Boyer

",'

Beauty

...

..

'

~

----e----

[Page Ninety-two)

Miss Betty Stark
Band Sweetheart

----e---[Page

'inety-lhree]

...

Miss Lois Andre
Football Queen

----e---[l'agc Nin ty-tour]

r

I

Miss Cleo Hardy
All College Favorite and Varsity Show Sweetheart
lPug'e-Nl net v-ttve l

----e----

Miss Margaret McDonnell
Senior Favorite

----e---[Page NInety-six)

Miss Thelma Sundquist
Junior Favorite

----e---[Pagc Nl uet.y-seven ]

...

Miss Jackie Stubblefield
Sophomore Favorite

----e---[Page Ninety-eight)

Miss Dee Cottingim
Freshman Favorite

----e---[Page Ninety-nln

1

RUNNERS UP ....

MISS MAXINE ROPER
Candidate for All College Favorite

MISS JEANNE CLAIRE LEONARD
Candidate for Sophomore Favorite

[Page On lluodred]

·... IN THE RACES

MISS MEL REYNOLDS
Candidate for Senior Favorite

MISS SUE JEAN LYNCH
Candidate for Junior Favorite

MISS IRENE PALM
Candidate for Freshman Favorite
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COACHING STAFF ....

On the sidelines with Ross Moore, Harry Phillips, and Mack Saxon

COACH
proud of. In
losses, and 7
cats, the first

MACK SAXON finished his tenth season as head coach this year leaving behind him a record that the school is
spite of two lean years due to a shift in Border Conference entrance rules, Coach Saxon has 53 victories, 30
ties to his credit; and this season, a story book finish gave the Muckers a 26-14 victory over the Arizona Wildtime in the history of the Mines that we have defeated them-an honor that Coach Saxon well deserves.

LINE COACH HARRY PHILLIPS,
all-time Southwest Conference guard, has established an excellent record at turning out all conference men. He is responsible for setting the rumor afloat among opposing coaches that the Mucker forward
wall diets on gunpowder. Harry also coaches the varsity track team, which was done, he said, not by experience but by reading the fine points of the sport in an accredited book on how to cover the cinder path in record time.
MARSHALL LEE PENNINGTON,
chief freshman football mentor and varsity basketball coach, has done a fine job
of coaching both squads to make them feared opponents within the Border Conference. Although the Miner basketball team
didn't push the lid off the top, Coach Pennington brought it out of the cellar for the first time since its entrance in the
conference.
ROSS MOORE, assistant freshman football and basketball coach, has received much praise this year for his backfield instruction, but his outstanding job was to turn out the most brilliant hoop artists that ever tossed a basketball against a Mines'
backboard.

[Page One Hundred Five]

THE SEASON ....

R.,ILEY MATHESON, All Border Conference Tackle,
was voted "Most Valuable Man" by his team mates this
year for his outstanding ability as a player and his good
sportsmanship on the field. Matheson, a Junior College
transfer from Oklahoma, played two brilliant seasons with
the Muckers then accepted a contract with the Cleveland
Rams, a professional team in the National League's Western Division,
In addition to his football ability, Riley was also an outstanding guard on the basketball team and president of the
"M" Association. His loss to the Miners will be keenly felt
next season when they face the toughest schedule since
their entrance :n the Border Conference.

ALL CONFERENCE

TACKLE

[Page One Hundred Six]

·... WITH THE MINERS

BENEATH western skies, EI Paso fans are not only offered the best football games in the Southwest, but one of
the most picturesque stadiums in sportsdom. Kidd Field
has grown up almost overnight to its present seating capacity of 8,500; and so popular has football become in EI Paso
that each game draws a record throng of howling, screaming enthusiasts. At least six games are played yearly on
Kidd Field with thrills, color, and pep taking top honors
in the best of entertainment.

THE CROWtD GATHERS JUST BEFORE
AT KIDD FIELD

[Page One Hundred
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GAME-TIME

MINERS OF 1938

Front row: Coach Saxon, Poppy Perez, George Attel, Tony Hernandez. Jimmy King, captain, Kenneth Heineman, Morris
Raney, Salvador Del Valle, Coach Harry Phillips
Second row: Ed Al up, Cecil Thomas, Treman Barber, Kenneth Stice, Gilbert Salcido, Charles Dean, Owen Price, John
Krebs
Third row: Gordon Wilson, Mike Maros, Allen Taylor, Bill Gage, Jack Blackmon, Lorris Dorris, Barry Pennington, George
King
Fourth row: Ru sell Cotton. Riley Matheson, Guy Johnson, Don Bevan, Buddy Black, Fred Barrett, Dick Balenti
CONFERENCE
Texa

Tech*

N. M. U.

STANDING

W
2

T
0

L
0

Pts.
31

Op.

Percent

14

1000

4

0

2

80

1

70
63

33
33

N. M. A. & M.
4
0
Mines
3
0
Flagstaff
1
0
Arizona U.
0
0
Tempe
0
0
* Tech defeated lew Mexico University
count in final conference standing
MINES

26

.

.

.

NEW MEXICO

2

53

667
800
600

Jo

333
67
53
000
3
27
68
000
4
31
and Mines, but games did not
2

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

0

The first game of the season brought an easy 26 to 0 victory for the Miners over the Bronchos from the Institute.
Miners took the kick-off and in six plays ran the bail over the 'pay stripe for the first tally of the season, Black making
score. The early season form of the Muckers was a bit ragged, but the Institute was no match for such competition.
second quarter brought another score to the Ore Diggers when Maros crashed through the secondary deep in enemy
ritory. Salcido converted to make the score 13 to 0 at the end of the first half.

The
the
The
ter-

Starting from their own 20 yard line at the beginning of the second half, the Muckers pushed over a touchdown in eight
plays; and late in the same period, Salcido carried the ball for another counter with Heineman converting. Coach Saxon
pulled his regulars from the game in the fourth quarter, and his substitutes were unable to cross the Broncho's goal line.

[Page One Hundred Eight]

MINES

32

GREELEY

STATE

0

Playing on a mile high field at Greeley, Colorado didn't
hurt the Mines' grid machine as they took an overwhelming
victory from the Greeley Bears. The Muckers scored in
every period of play with the Bears threatening once when
Welch hit off tackle for a 35 yard gain and a touchdown
which was called back. The superior Mines' line tore through
their opponents at will, blocking punts, picking up easy yardage, and crushing running attacks. Attel blocked the first
punt which netted the initial touchdown. Balenti stole a pass
from the Bears and Maros scored the second touchdown
three plays later. Heineman ran over the third counter from
the. 4 yard line after being set up for the kill by Black and
Salcido. Tony Hernandez smashed over in the final period
of play, Price booted the extra point, and the score was 25
to O. A last minute downfield march gave the Miners their
final counter when Heineman crossed the end zone standing up. Salcido kicked, the ball was good, and again the
Ore Diggers emerged victorious.
MINES

7

NEW

MEXICO

UNIVERSITY

6

In their first conference encounter, the Muckers eked out
a 7-6 victory from the Lobos in one of the hardest-fought
contests of the season. The first quarter was spent mostly
in feeling out the enemy, but early in the second, the Miners
took the offensive and ran over a score via the aerial route
with Heineman passing to Taylor who crossed the goal
line standing up. Salcido's educated toe kicked the extra
point that spelled the margin between victory and defeat.
The Lobos scored in the final period of play when Neimants
hit right guard for the necessary yardage, and the attempt
at conversion failed. Time and again the crowd was brought
to its feet by Heineman's sensational passes and Dwyer's
beautiful broken-field running.

Russell Cotton, back
Gordon Wilson, tackle
Jack Blackmon, back

LPnge One Hundred

Ninel

Guy Johnson, tackle
Buddy Black, back
Charles Dean, back

Salvador Del Valle
guard

Jimmy King
guard

Cecil Thomas
guard
MINES

7

George Attel
guard
TEXAS

TECH

14

Entering the field as underdogs, the Miners held the Red Raiders to a one touchdown victory in the one official out-oftown game this year. Both teams agreed to meet on neutral ground in Odessa, Texas and special trains carried a large number of students to the scene of battle.
The heavier Raiders scored their first touchdown in the first period of play when a free ball hit one of the Mines' players
and was recovered by Tech deep in Mucker territory. After a pass to the 16 yard line, Tech swept around end for the score
and Marek converted for the extra point.
The next two periods seemed to verify a decisive victory for the Raiders, until the Miners' passing began to click. A
pass, Salcido to Heineman, netted 66 yards and a touchdown for the Ore Diggers with Salcido placing the ball between the
uprights tieing the score.
But the tie was short-lived, for the Redmen from Tech executed a perfect screen pass that covered 50 yards and the
winning touchdown. Marek again converted, and the Miners lost their first game in a hard fought battIe with the Raiders.

New Mexico Aggies Attempt

to Overcome Miners' Lead

111

First Half

I

,

,

,
f
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Treman Barber
end

Allen Taylor
end
MINES

6

Kenneth Stice
end

Morris Raney
elld

Bill Gage
end

ST. MARY'S 13

St. Mary's Rattlers, playing alert and smart football, took a 13-6 decision from the Miners in one of the biggest upsets of
the season. The Miners seemed exhausted and sluggish from their previous encounter with Texas Tech the week before, and
interceptions and fumbles enabled the invading team from San Antonio to chalk up a victory over the Muckers.
Two penalties placed the Miners in scoring position in the early stages of the game, and Heineman slipped through the
secondary for the only tally. The Miners failed to convert, and the Rattlers tied the score when they intercepted an Ore
Digger aerial with Sandig and Moulton making the goal line drive.
St. Mary's broke the tie well in the second half when San dig shook loose on an end run and cleared the pay stripe standing up. The conversion was good and the Muckers went down in defeat, much to their's, and the stands', dismay.

The beginning of a brilliant Heineman cross-country
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run against New Mexico University

MINES

26

ARIZONA

UNIVERSITY

14

"A game with a story book finish" was the title placed after
the Arizona U.-Mines game when the Ore Diggers came
from behind in the last half to defeat the Wildcats 26-14 in
the most sensational contest of the year.
Retiring to the dressing rooms at the end of the first half,
the Miners seemed soundly beaten, from the spectators'
viewpoint, with Arizona leading 14-0, but during the remaining two periods of play, the Muckers found their stride and
virtually stole the game from the Wildcats.
Coming on the field for the second half kick-off, the
Miners seemed to be a new team, and quickly took the offensive when Heineman intercepted a long pass and carried the
ball to the 16 yard line. A pass from Heineman to Taylor
placed the ball on the one yard line, and Heineman skirted
end for the first Miner score: Heineman made the try for
extra point.
Early in the last period of play, Heineman passed to Stice
who advanced to the Wildcats' 5 yard stripe. Three line
plays failed to gain before Heineman slipped through tackle
for the second score. Hope for a tied ball game was smothered
when the conversion failed and the Wildcats retained a one
point lead. With the ball again in play, Neilson of Arizona
tried a line buck only to lose the ball to Barret who took it
from his hands and carried the pigskin to the 7 yard line
before being dropped, and a last minute lateral to Stice
failed to advance the ball. A series of line plays netted a
score, and a conversion gave the Miners a 20-14 lead.
With only a few minutes to play, and Arizona trying desperately to recover the lead, Heineman intercepted a Wildcat
aerial and returned it to the 3 yard line, where Barret took
the ball and hit the line for no gain but conveniently fumbled
across the goal line into the waiting arms of Charles Dean,
and the grandstand collapsed. The conversion was no good,
but no one noticed, for the Miners had won their first regular
season game against the Arizona Wildcats since the two
schools entered athletic relations before the World War.

Kenneth Heineman, back
Barry Pennington, center
Poppy Perez, back

George King, guard
John Krebs, guard
Dick Balenti, back
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MINES

14

TEMPE

6

All through the first half, the two teams were very evenly
matched, and scrambled about in the center of the gridiron
with neither of them able to make a penetration. And it was
not until the middle of the third period that Heineman rifled
a pass to Stice who threaded his way through the defense
to cross the goal line, giving the Muckers a one tally lead
when the try for point was good.
In the last quarter Heineman took the ball on an end sweep,
behind excellent interference, and charged over the end zone.
Heineman kicked the extra point, and the game seemed well
on ice.
Late in the final period, Davis for Tempe carried the ball
over the zero line from the 18 yard stripe. The try for point
failed, and a few minutes later the game ended with the
Miners chalking up another conference victory.
MINES

9

NEW MEXICO

AGGIES

13

In their last Conference game the Miners were toppled off
the championship list when the New Mexico Aggies took a
13-9 victory from a sluggish Mucker eleven. Both teams
scored in the second quarter with the Miners leading by a
single unit. As the Aggies were forced back to their 4 yard
line, Miller attempted to kick from behind his goal line but
was smeared for a Mucker safety and two points.
In the third quarter Miller passed to Ritchey for a brilliant
run which gave the Aggies their second score. A short pass
into the end zone netted the extra point, and the ball game,
when the Miners failed to click in the closing minutes of play.

Owen Price, back
Fred Barrett, back
Gilbert Salcido, back

l Page (me Hundred Thirteen)

Ed Alsup, center
Don Bevans, center
Mike Maws, back

MINES

26

.

FRESNO

STATE

6

A dazzling Mucker attack downed the Fresno State Bulldogs
in an exciting post-season game December 3.
Slightly puzzled by the flashy offensive of the Bulldogs, the
Miners were on the defensive most of the first quarter, and
as the enemy scored early in the second, with the home team
trailing six points, things looked serious, until Dean snagged
one of Heineman's long passes which reversed the situation,
7-6 for the Miners.
In a similar play in the second half, Heineman again passed
to Dean that started another touchdown drive which the' Buldogs were unable to stop. The try for extra point was wide.
Several plays later, the Bulldogs kicked to Heineman who
took the ball on the mid-field stripe and ran through the entire
defense for still another tally. Matheson made the extra point
good, and the Miners had a lead that was impossible to overcome, 20-6.
With an easy victory well within reach, the Muckers dropped
their aerial attack and began a series of ground charges that
seemed to demoralize the Bulldogs; and in the closing minutes of play, Black, in a line drive, ripped off the last counter
of the season.

Lorris Dorris, tackle; Jimmy King leads his team mates in
game exercises ...
The heavier St. Mary's eleven eems to have no cruples in
ing Buddy Black bodily off the ground and slamming
down backwards ...
The Aggies are taken well in hand-but
this is only the
half ...

prelifthim.
first
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Fourteenl

ONE OF THE HOTLY
CONTESTED
University of New Mexico game when ...

plays

in the

Mike Maros takes the ball from center, and ....

comes up to the line of scrimmage "'
only to find a mass of players in
front of him, so . . . .

he disappears from sight to rise
slowly on his toes and leap .

over the entire line, landing on his
feet in perfect position, and twisting
through the secondary . . . .

goes over the goal line for a touchdown, only to be called
back by the referee who said he blew his whistle in the third
picture.

MINERS

ON THE

ALL-BORDER
TEAMS

Second Team
George Attel, guard
Barry Pennington, center
quarterback

First Team
Riley Matheson, tackle
Kenneth

Heineman,

CONFERENCE
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FRESHMAN SEASON ....

(14) Dan Boyd (13) Tom Adkins (10) Tommy Polk (2) Walter Pugh (6) Allen Hemley (5) James Wardy (4) Hershel Boyd
(9) George Parham (16) Harold Montgomery (18) Billy Shoopman (35) Victor Vigil (19) Lou Cuthbertson
(26) Frank
Smith (33) Hercules Leon (15) Luis Martinez (11) j esu Bulos (3 ) Ramon Rajos (34) Fred Lampert (40) Russell Cotton

In four games this season, the Freshman team showed enough power against the varsity to keep some of the first string
men working for their berths next fall when the Frosh don their first varsity uniform.
Led by the backfield composed of Shoopman, Wardy, Cotton, and Hershel Boyd, and paced by such linesmen as Dan Boyd,
Pugh, Bulos, and Vigil, the first year team took both games from the New Mexico Aggies in the season openers. The first
game was won by a bare margin when the Mines' Frosh were guests at Quesenberry Field, and within the week, settled the
thing on their home field by crushing the Aggie Frosh to the tune of 19-6.
The New Mexico University yearlings put on a last minute display of power to cinch an 8-6 victory over the Mines' Freshmen in a hard fought battle later in the season to prove that the home boys had what it takes to bear up under desperate odds.
And in the final game of the year, the Miner cubs were bowled over so thoroughly that Coach Pennington had scant time to
make the proper substitutions, and the lads who were responsible for this terrific set-back in the year's finale were the Murray
Junior College eleven who have been leading contenders in the Oklahoma Junior College division for many years.
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BASKETBALL

.... 1939

For the first time since their entrance into the Border Conference, the Mines' hardwood artists emerged from their traditional cellar position this season. Under the able tutelage of Coach Pennington, the Miners began the year with a bang when
they invaded the stomping ground of the Tech Red Raiders and won their first contest by a decisive score.
MINES

43

TEXAS

TECH

35

In the first few minutes of play, the Miners failed to get the jump on the Reds who took an easy lead and held it throughout the first quarter, but by the end of the half, the Mucker quintet pulled up to tie the score. At the beginning of the third
quarter, Mora and Matheson gave the Miners a 24-17 lead which they maintained for the remainder of the game.
MINES

21

TEXAS

TECH

37

In the second of the two-game series with Tech, the Red Raiders clamped down while their offensive ran wild in as equally a
decisive victory over the Miners The Mucker sharp-shooters were held to two goals apiece, and Tech had gained a 20-10
lead by the half which proved to be too much for the Ore Diggers.
MINES

25

ARIZONA

U. 46

Arizona University took an easy game from the Miners in the first of a two-series game when the Wildcats stayed well
out in front all during the contest. Gage and Matheson were high point men for the Miners.
MINES

32

ARIZONA

U. 33

Recovering from their lethargy of the night before, the Miners battled Arizona to a one point photo finish in the last of
the two-series game in Wildcat territory. The scoreboard juggled the narrow lead of two points back and forth to each team
during the second half until a Wildcat player sank a placement from middle floor with less than 30 seconds of game time to
go, which gave them the necessary point.
THE
Gilbert alcido
David Carrasco
Herbert Toone
Bill Rike

"
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TEAM

Bill Gage
Lorris Dorris
Louis Kahn
John Beaty

Kenneth Stice
Riley Matheson
Coach Pennington

THE PLAYERS ..
MINES

43

.

.

.

NEW MEXICO

AGGIES

52

Playing the first game against the Miners in Holliday Hall,
the Aggies won a 52-43 decision from the Muckers when
they started off the final period of play in a whirlwind of enthusiasm and accuracy. The Aggies' sharp-shooters slipped
through the Miner defense to make placements from all
angles that gave them a 37-19 lead at the half. Gage led the
Ore Diggers in a last half rally, but the Aggies' lead was too
great, and once more the Miners dropped a conference tilt.
MINES

40

.

.

.

NEW MEXICO

AGGIES

65

The setting changed to State College for the second of the
two-game series with the Aggies, and the ill-fated Miners
were again severely trounced. The Muckers put up a hard
fight but the Farmers pelted the backboard with maddening
accuracy, until a temporary lull enabled a fresh Miner team
to lessen the scoring gap, but there was no hope for victory.
This defeat placed the Miners in the conference cellar.
MINES

41

.

.

UNIVERSITY

OF NEW MEXICO

45

In a last minute spurt, the New Mexico Lobos managed to
eke out a four point decision over the Miners when the two
teams met for a double header in Holliday Hall. By swapping the lead back and forth, both teams managed to keep
the crowd on edge up until the final gun, but the Lobo offense
was just too cagy for the struggling Muckers. Gage and
Carrasco piled up most of the scores for the miners.
MINES

39

.

.

UNIVERSITY

OF NEW MEXICO

36

Retaliating in the last game of the series, the Ore Diggers
took a victory from the Lobos when they broke the 17-17 tie
at the half to win by three points. With Mora on the offense
and Matheson playing excellent defense, the Muckers managed to force the University into the cellar again by tying
their victories .
MINES

57

.

.

ARIZONA

STATE

OF TEMPE

35

A rejuvenated Mines' quintet took the floor against Tempe
to play one of their best games of the season and walk off
with a well-deserved victory. The Mines displayed a smooth
brand of ball in the last half with Carrasco leading them to
an easy triumph.

Bill Rike guard David arrasco, center, and Salvador Mora,
forward, 'newly 'crowned lettermen, show how it is ,done, .
Matheson is trying to keep from 1 eing swept off his feet by
the Lobos . , , Rike comes up from nowhere to lay one in
the basket.
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.... IN ACTION
MINES

37 ...

ARIZONA

STATE

OF TEMPE

43

Playing under what seemed to be a reciprocal trade agreement, the Tempe BulIdogs avenged their last evening defeat
over the Muckers in a hard fought contest. The Ore Diggers
led during the first half, but a last period talIy insured an
Arizona victory.
MINES

40

...

ARIZONA

STATE

OF TEMPE

32

In much the same situation on home ground, the Muckers
again forged ahead of the BulIdogs in the first of a two-series
contest. With Gage giving encouragement to the Mines'
scoreboard, the Ore Diggers were able to draw away from
the invaders in the final quarter of play.
MINES

27 ...

ARIZONA

STATE

OF TEMPE

42

Weare just as perplexed by this vieing back and forth of
victories as you are, but here are the scores and again the
BulIdogs cinched a final game tilt with the Miners.
MINES 33 .

.

.

TEXAS TECH 41

In their second series encounter with the Red Raiders, the
Miners bowed in defeat to the persistent enemy. Matheson,
Mora, and Carrasco led the scoring for the Muckers.
MINES 37 .

.

.

TEXAS TECH 29

Coming back with fight in their hearts, the Ore Diggers led
the Tech team alI the way to knock them out of conference
running. Mora and Gage insured a wide lead at the half of
14 points, and as the final gun sounded, the figures were still
a.gainst Tech.
MINES

46

...

UNIVERSITY

OF ARIZONA

49

With the Mines leading Arizona, then Arizona leading the
Mines in a first half topsy-turvy thriller, the Oremen were
finalIy forced into defeat in the first of the second game series
with the Wildcats, as a post-mortem of the scoreboard
showed. At the half the score was 29-29, but the final gun
saw the Wildcats untamed.
MINES

42

.

.

.

UNIVERSITY

OF ARIZONA

30

In the last game of the season, the University took an early
lead over the Miners, but Carrasco made an amazing shot to
again tie the score at the half. But from then on it was the
Mucker's balI game-the
season was a success.
Season Standing
N. M. Aggies ·...
..
. 14
Texas Tech __
..
.13
Flagstaff
..__
.__10
Tempe
.
.
. . 9
Arizona U.
..... .
8
Mines
.
. 6
N. M. U.
.
4

2
5
8
11
11

12
16

875%
722%
556%
450%
421%
333%
200%

963
832
816
833
743
691
826

682
665
779
944
802
770
1058

Lettermen Bill Gage, forward, Riley Matheson, guard, Louis
Kahn, guard, and Kenneth Stice, forward, display good form
... Just before the half at the University of Arizona game as
the Miners are about to tie the score to the flare of trumpets
and houting of fans.
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FRESHMAN

Don Lance, Jack McCarty, Jesus Bulos, Bud Lassetter,

SEASON

Ross Moore, Mike Yap or, Clyde Hammonds, Ed Moye, D. C. MOO1-e

A golden era was reached this year in Freshman basketball when Ross Moore turned loose a hardwood steam roller that
played the game as an art.
These Freshman boys, playing together for the first time, soon started clicking in unbelievable fashion, as they played
various high school teams, club teams, and commercial squads, tapering off the season by defeating nearly every Border
Conference freshman team which they encountered. They not only beat them, but overwhelmed them by tremendous scores
which seemed to vary little with the regulars or the substitutes depending on whichever team happened to be on the floor.
The outstanding

players who will be welcomed by the Varsity next year are Lance, Lassetter, McCarty, Bulos and Vapor.

The first year men were rewarded for their brilliant efforts with numerals placed across the front of white coat sweaters.
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VARSITY TRACK
The Mucker thinlies began the season by participating in the Southwestern Relays, but were unable to chalk up but two
points in the meet; however the competition was very keen and this proved to be no indication of their final standing in the
Border Conference at the end of the season.
Tracksters that won recognition on the cinder path this year are Gage, 440 high hurdles ... Stice and Buchholtz, 880 ...
Borunda, broad jump and dashes ... Harper, low hurdles ... Krebs, discus ... Cotton and Thompson, javelin ... Carlton,
mile and two mile. The relay team was composed of Gage, Stice, DeWitt, and Harper.
THE

TRACK

April 22-New Mexico Aggie
April 29-N ew Mexico Aggie
May 6-Tempe Quadrangular
May 12-13-Border Conference

SCHEDULE
Invitation at Las Cruces
Dual Meet at Las Cruces
Meet at Tempe, Arizona
Meet at Tucson, Arizona

First row: Jame Harper, Bill Gage, Kenneth Stice, Armando Garcia, Tom Adkins, Sal Trevino, Paul Carlton, Oscar Cobos,
Guy Johnson, Harry Phillips
Second row: Kenneth Heineman, Gordon Black, John Krebs, Oscar Buchholtz
tanding: Robert Martin, Russell Cotton, Don Lance, Frank Mangan, Gerald Thompson, Joe Borunda, Owen Price, Treman
Barber, Charles Dean, Don Bevan, Ike Taylor, Albert DeWitt.
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VARSITY TENNIS
...."

The Tennis travelling team booked a heavy schedule this season and made a surprisingly good showing against some of the
leading clubs of the state. Under the direction of W. H. Ball, the squad composed of John Beaty, Louis Kahn, and Joe
Borunda covered more than 3,000 miles in a state-wide tour during the month of May, which lasted over a week. Up to the
time of the meet at Tucson, the Varsity team didn't lose a single Border Conference dual meet.

AT A DEMONSTRATION

OF THE

GENTLE

ART

OF THE

BACKHAND

W. H. Ball, Joe Borunda, Rodolfo Villareal, Bob Snider, Speedy Nelson, j r., Ward Evans, Federico Villareal, Louis Kahn

THE
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May

5
6
7
10
11
22
29
8
11

SCHEDULE

at McMurray College, Abilene, won 5-2
at A. C. C., Abilene (Texas Conference Champions), lost 2-5
Texas Tech at Austin, won 5-1
at Rice Institute, Houston (National Intercollegiate Champions),
at Texas University, Austin (Southwest Conference Champions),
New Mexico Aggies at State College, won 5-2
University of New Mexico at Albuquerque, tied 3-3
New Mexico Aggies at EI Paso, lost 5-2
Border Conference Meet at Tucson

lost 0-6
lost 0-7
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INTRAMURAL

SPORTS

If there is anyone particular sport that is lacking at the College of Mines, that feature of athletics is intramural sports.
And. the fault lies principally with the student body in failing to create a spirit of hard, fair competition between campus organizations-a
feature of school life that reflects on this college in comparison with other institutions throughout the country.
Instead, the spirit of competition in intramural sports has been confined, and subordinated, to the two main divisions in the
student body, the Engineers and the Academs; and their annual games in football and basketball mark the extent of intramurals on this campus. Occasionally there is a softball game between fraternities, but there is too great a tendency toward
over-emphasizing the major sports and forgetting the lesser ones that may not even pay for themselves, but are as vitally
important to the student as anyone phase of well-rounded education.
This year the Engineers and Academs met in the Slag Bowl December 10 to vie for intramural football supremacy.
The Academs went down for a 12-0 count last year before the onslaught of the powerful "slide-rule" aggregation, and excitement ran high before game time-in fact, so high was the excitement that the Engineers kicked off to the Academs
before the officials arrived for the game.
The starting line-up for the Engineers: A. Morales, P. Miller, J. Zozaya, B. Shannon, A. Vega, R. Carlson, H. Warren,
R. Hall, G. Beys, V. Morales, Bill Black. And for the Academs: Love, Bradley, DeWitt, Abadie, King, Harmon, Lambeth,
Graves, Borunda, Porter, Overlock.
During the first quarter, both teams visciously charged each other all over the field, which was true all through the game,
and as the final gun sounded and the smoke cleared away, the scoreboard registered a 0-0 tie. The Engineers claimed they
won by virtue of having the heaviest team, and the Academs demanded a moral victory.
Again the two factions met, only this time the date was April 5 and the place on the basketball court, and again both
teams attacked and counter-attacked the backboards until after one extra period, the Engineering quintet emerged victorious 30-29.

BRUI

ED KNUCKLE,
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SKIN JED SHINS,

AND CUT LIPS

AT THE

E TGINEER-ACADEM

GAME

d

Women's
Athletics.

(L) The safest place to
Mrs. Kane demonstrates
fellows, she manages to
a volley good time
net, no one wil1 Jose
that good?

(Pago Ono Hundred

be when Lydia is playing net is well underneath
the thing, or el. e 'he'll ball you out . , . (2)
to her classes that phy ical training is just a racket anyway ...
(3) Lucia i a wonderful pitcher,
hit the bat every time ...
(-1) The girls are learning to handle their fist, and everyone is having
(5) We think that they are going on the theory that if both teams stand on the same side of the
(6) The game of horse shoes is much simpler when the posts are magnetized,
or is June really

'l'wcnty-five]

AND SPEAKING OF SPORTS ....

These flying catapults of the gridiron have perhaps the most thankless, notorious, prominent, overpaid and under-fed jobs on the campus.

It is their duty to set the tempo of

all Rah-Rah boys and girls at football games, pep rallys, assemblies, and general conclaves
at school and abroad wherever the College of Mines needs good cheer and hey spread
among its ranks.

It has been estimated, you must know, that if the noise and clamor

made by yell leaders throughout

the United States and Canada were laid end to end,

the vibration would fell all trees, bushes, shrubs, and Johnson grass west of California.
The human voice is a wonderful thing.
The floor show put on by the yell staff during football season resembles a cross between
marihuana addicts and the sons of Steve; yet what would we do without them?
we cheer when our team made a touchdown in the closing minutes of play?

Would
No. We

wish to acknowledge on bended knee the sacrifice which these three have made in order
to give us the worst case of laryngitis we have ever had. And in the_future, with the aid
of lemons, we hope that this organization will grow in size until all of the spectators will
be made yell leaders and all yell leaders will be made spectators.

Besides, the view is

much better from the sidelines.

Hardy Nalley

] eanne Kaffer

Clarence Walker
[rage One IIundred Twenty-six]

ORGANIZA TIONS

•

L

BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS

Under the laws of Texas, the Publications Board was incorporated in 1935 for the purpose
of managing and directing all campus publications.

The directors of the Board consist

of the editors of the three publications, two representatives

from the Student Council, the

president of the Student Association, and three members from the faculty with the treasurer of the Student Association acting as ex-officio secretary-treasurer

of the Board. Since

all student printed matter originates within this group, the Board of Publications has it
in its power to let all contracts, determine the policy, and decide the economic fate of the
three existing publications, the FLOWSHEET,

the PROSPECTOR,

Frank Junell

and the NUGGET.

Within its four-year growth, the Publications Board has increased rapidly in strength since the addition of courses in journalism at the College of Mines under the tutelage of Frank Junell; and due to this expansion, the publications now have a class
"A" rating in the Texas Intercollegiate Press Association. The Press Club is a branch organization of this group, and since its
origin, has won many awards in journalism.
Journalism at the College of Mines is extremely young, but it has had an amazing growth during its brief existence, for it is
a sure-fire proposition, with local news facilities to stimulate such enthusiasm. The weekly newspaper, the PROSPECTOR,
has received the class "A" award in journalism for two consecutive years; the annual has been increased to a standard college
size and was given second honor rating by the National Scholastic Press Association last year; and the newest campus
journal is the NUGGET magazine established this year and appearing in two issues. The power of the press plays an important part in student life on this campus.

MEMBERS:
Frank J unell, president
Bill Saffold
David Porter

2S~
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Harry Montague
Robert Hall
Merle Hungerford

Fred Boehm
Dr. 1. C. Zimmerman
Dr. J. M. Roth

FLOWSHEET

25th Anniversary ....

The most characteristic night pose of editor David
Porter, who, for a while, seriously considered taking
up living quarters in the Publications Office. A page
from the snap section is being proudly displayed to
visitors, as Porter thinks he is quite adept with the
razor blade, mounting board, and rubber cement. It
is usually after the sun has gone down that most
editors go into their hair-tearing act, for in the daytime a speedy make-ready depends on a cheerful staff.

William Howard's two-year term as advertising manager has left him in very good health and with surprisingly few circles under his eyes. His efficiency in the
money-handling department has oftime saved this
publication from the rocks, and his steadying influence
around the office has saved the editor's nerves from
the same place. Cookie's salesmanship is one if the
outstanding assets of this year's FLOWSHEET.

THE STAFF AT WORK, as it were, with Dave,
Cookie, and Clark collaborating on the outcome of the
book. Unfortunately for everyone concerned, these
three are almost wholly responsible for the editing,
humor, and ads, which simplifies the kick-back element in the school; and if you will notice, all three
have their chins well out.
~

V~

/

~'J¢~
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FLOWSHEET
Only those students who are directly connected with publications know what is involved in publishing a college annual,
and it is often through the ignorance of the other percent that makes such a publication an ordeal for the staff; thus the
railing editor has become a tradition in printing work. Too, the student sees the dollars pouring into the annual coffers,
and little realizing what size deficit must be cleared, draws the conclusion that "manipulation of funds" is taking place; and
with antagonizing air, attempts to probe the superficial surface of publications to prove to himself that he isn't a sucker after
all. Such an attitude once begun, takes years to remove from the student body, and it is the intense desire of this organization to attempt to displace this initial stigma by offering to the student the best that can be published on a limited and uncertain budget. More money passes through this publication than in any other student organization on the campus, and
those in charge are in a position of responsibility demanding the cooperation of every student on the campus. A failure of
the publication is a failure of the student body.
The letting of contracts for this year's book took place in the spring of 1938 for engraving, printing, photography, and
covers. During the summer months, it was necessary to revise the dummy three times before a striking and satisfactory
plan could be worked out. A greater part of the year was devoted to photography, and during the spring months, work
centered around printing and binding. Obviously the most important factor in the book is the photography, which, coupled
with the organizations section, proved to be the job requiring the most time from the staff; and, with such emphasis placed
on the pictorial end of the annual, it is hoped that the foundation is laid for establishing a dark room on the campus with all
photography handled entirely by the students.
THOSE

ON THE

STAFF

Joe Sam Willis
Assistant Editor
Hildon Nations
Managing Editor
Edwarda Keltner .
Organizations Editor
Alice Wileman
Feature Editor
Hardy Nalley
.
. Sports Editor
Martin Fernandez
.Staff Photographer
Bob Clark
Humor and Copy Editor
David Tappan
.Assistant Humor Editor
Kermit O'Neal
.
. Associate Humor Editor
Lloyd Johnson
Senior Editor
J uanice Tillman ---------------------------------J
unior Editor
Margaret Elkin __
.
Freshman Editor
Frank Junell
Faculty Sponsor

David Tappan, Bob Clark, Kermit O'Neal, Jal1nice Tillman, William Howard, Hardy

2S~
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alley, David Porter

FLOWSHEET

THE PROSPEC'fOR

Bill Saffold, editor-in-chief, may often be seen in just such
a pose, but minus the expression, fellows. His desk is in
the northeast corner of the Publications Office, and his
presence there is often the signal for the beginning of a
colossal bull session, during which publications declares a
halt. Scoop's editorial policy this year has been very unusual, original, and effective, and his paper has maintained
the traditions as set down last year. In the vernacular of
the ACP judges, there is only one way to express it, the
PROSPECTOR
has "yumph;" and Scoop has acquired that
yumph without being overly scandalous and sensational.

The one who is entitled to the other percent on the paper
is Alfredo G. Vazquez, business manager, and often unsung
hero of the dirty work that carries little praise and much
criticism. Should the required number of ads begin to fall
off, he would be the one to tear his hair the hardest - and
you see no wrinkles in his waves. Alfredo may be said to
be the hardest person on the campus to get hold of, outside
of Frank Junell, for he manages to have his fingers in
everything.

Stacy points out to Owen and juanice that what they're
looking at is technically known as a form and the hunks of
lead are slugs, and he is not referring to the student body.
This sort of thing goes on late into the evening, while you
and I are home in bed, but it's alI fascinating work, isn't
it, Juanice?
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PROSPECTOR STAFF ....
To Mines students, the PROSPECTOR
looked strangely different this year because of an uncertainty of make-up and a difference in type, but to the editors, it was just another seige of pointing with pride and viewing with alarm.
The policy of the paper was changed this year and stress was laid on campus activities. The editorial columns refrained
from comment on international and national affairs, the idea being that these subjects are covered sufficiently in the daily press.
Among the projects sponsored by the PROSPECTOR
were the establishment
radio day, and student representation on the faculty social committee.

of a men's lounge, the Mines-KTSM

Entrance into the Associated Collegiate Press critical service kept the PROSPECTOR
on a rather even keel of conservatism and consistency the first semester, but with the beginning of the second term and the closing of the critical race, staff
members decided to use the paper as a journalistic laboratory. Experimentation with make-up and methods of presentation
was indulged in and emphasis was placed on sensational trends.
The PROSPECTOR
for the second year entered the Texas Intercollegiate
attended the annual convention at Fort Worth.

Press Association, and members of the staff

Climax of the year came when the PROSPECTOR
was awarded first class honor rating by the Associated Collegiate
Press. The PROSPECTOR
was the highest rated paper of its class in Texas.

Alice Wileman, David Tappan,
Nalley, Bill Branch

2S~

Albert Mueller, Ralph Hellwig, Fred Boehm, Virginia Cross, Jim Stacy, Bill Saffold, Hardy
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FLOWSHEET

The Nugget
Editor
Associate editors
Art Editor
Associates
Poetry editor
Advertising manager
Faculty advisor

Leonard

Kornfeld

Leonard Kornfeld
Kate Haisley, Bill Saffold, Winifred Andresen
Joe Sam Willis
Nick Terrazas, Ward Evans, Bob Whitlock
George Pell
Lloyd Johnson
Dr. Isabella C. Zimmerman

It was a stormy career NUGGET, a College of Mines magazine, led during the first year
of its existence, but it was a career which was expected before the Mines' Scriblerus club
started the publication.
The first issue was the center of a short but hair-raising political squabble and more
than 100 copies of this issue were stolen and later returned. The second issue showed improvement over the first after a rigorous series of sessions to determine what copy should
be printed in the book.
The action of Scriblerus, an organization composed of student writers, was responsible
for starting the magazine in the face of big obstacles. Some said that it would be one
publication too many on the campus. Others were afraid it would run too m.uch competition
with the other publications. Neither point of view proved to be entirely true.

After a tentative constitution was drawn up, the magazine was approved by the publications board provided that the
Scriblerus organization would take the responsibility and assume sole sponsorship of the book. As a result, rules were
m.ade that both editor and art editor must be members of Scriblerus and must be elected by the club. Manuscripts must
be submitted by students of Mines only. The book was published once each semester this year and present plans call for
more frequent publication next year. The general tone of Nugget puts literature and humor, into a happy combination.

In the picture: George Pell, Lloyd Johnson, Dr. Isabella C. Zimmerman,
Leonard Kornfeld, Ward Evans, Kate Haisley, Joe Sam Willis

ANNIVERSARY

Bob Whitlock,

Nick Terrazas,

Bill Saffold,

FLOWSHEET
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College of Mines Band
Augumented this year by an entirely new organization, the Drum Corps, whose uniforms
were colorful western costumes, the College of Mines Mucker Band has participated in an
active and original season. Over sixty-five students compose the marching band. Football
season saw new and intricate shows presented by the Gold Diggers and Band between halves
of home games. The Band accompanied the football team to Odessa on the official school
trip, when the Muckers met the Texas Tech Red Raiders. A series of monthly Sunday
afternoon concerts was inaugurated by the Band as a courtesy to the people of EI Paso,
which proved a very popular feature. Again this year the College of Mines Band was
chosen official band for the Sun Carnival, and the organization led the glittering parade
through the streets of EI Paso on New Year's morning. That afternoon the Band gave the
full fifteen minute show between halves of the Sun Bowl game. Spring activities of the
Band were highlighted by work done on the Varsity Show April 15. A full length concert
held at Liberty Hall and several afternoon concerts preceded the Varsity Show. The
Southwestern High School Band and Choral festival held in the city this year was under
the auspices of this organization.

Officers for the year were David Tappan, president, Bob Lyon, vice-president,
Oden, treasurer, and Harwell Sleet, sergeant-at-arms.

Jeanne Claire Leonard,

ecretary, Altanell

Solo clarinets: Kenneth Webel, Lewis Webel, Hildon Nations
Second clarinets: Claude Haisley, La France Fenton, Jean Rains, Gordon Black
Third clarinets: Harry Zimmer, Bettie White, Esther Cox, Dorothy DesSaulles
E. Flat clarinet: Claude Pendley. Bass clarinet: Earl Cleaveland
Alto clarinet: Kermit O'Neal. Flute: Herman Webel, Jeanne Claire Leonard
Oboe: Wendell Pierce, Elizabeth Waller
Solo trumpets: Bob Lyon, Stanley Wright. James Naylor
Second and third trumpets: Joe Benish, Edward Crowe, Walter Peterson, Gabriel Cordova, Lela roy William
Trombones:
Dick Miller, Ethridge McKinzie, Harwell Sleet, Joe Dew, Julius Sadowsky
Baritones: Frank Arnis, Jim Stacy, Eugene Sullivan
I
t.
Saxophones: Wilma Ann Wilmoth, Richard Neeson, Frank Maiorana
Bass: Marshall Snelson, Howard Hill, John Guffey
Bell lyres: Alta nell Oden, Loyle Howell, Marjorie Barwise, Lloyd Nelson
Drums: Geraldine Beltz, Marjorie Thurston, Jean Moore, Clarice Sherwood, Merle Hatch, Ellison Lott, Robert Prokschl,
William Stringer
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Gold Diggers
Twenty-five College of Mines co-eds organized the Gold Diggers, college pep squad, in
1932, and it has since grown to be the most important cooed group on the campus. The
Gold Diggers formed the nucleus for cheering sections at football games this fall, as well
as having marched between the halves of all home games. They made their seasonal trip
this year to Odessa to attend the Mines-Tech game. They also performed at the New
Year's Sun Bowl Game. During the spring semester, the Gold Diggers made up dancing
teams for the Varsity Show. There are fifty-five co-eds in the organization, which is
sponsored by Miss Norma Egg, dean of women, and directed by Glen R. Johnson, director
of music. Officers for the year were Jeanne Claire Leonard, president, Cleo Hardy, vicepresident, and Bobbie Hunnicutt, secretary-treasurer.

Jeanne Claire Leonard
Members as they appear in the picture:
Ann Gallagher
Cleo Hardy
Marie Montague
Estelle Dorris
Mary Frances Bradshaw
Peggy Brown

Sheila McFarlane
Patty Curtiss
Charlee Hendricks
Marjorie Cravens
Josephine Kelly
Jeanne Kaffer
Wilma Mae Meyer

Betty Stark
Annette Foester
Meta Bowman
Sue Jean Lynch
Billye Lee Harmon
Maxine Roper

25~
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Lois Andre
Winifred Hughes
Emily Rheinheimer
Bobbie Hunnicutt
Rosemary Walker
Jane Kennedy

Alice Wileman
Margaret Elkin
Anne Davis
Frances' Miller
Margaret Wright
Betty Stablein

Mary Whitaker
Peggy Lyons
Martha Casteel
Scottie Hunnicutt
Thomasine Gray
J uanice Tillman
Mildred Hodges
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Gold Diggers
COMPLETE

(

I

Betty Stark
Shirley Heisig
Virginia Rice
Kate Black
Bettie Beard
Florence Ponsford
Wilma Meyer
Mary Ann Mitchell
Sheila McFarlane
Rosemary Walker
Joyce Upperman
Dorothy Woodley
Bobbie Hunnicutt
Marie Montague
Maxine Roper
Margaret Wright
Marjorie Cravens
Char lee Hendricks
Sue McCamant

MEMBERSHIP

Estelle Dorris
Peggy Brown
Mary Whitaker
Mary F. Bradshaw
Jeanne Kaffer
Ada McDonnell
Annette Foester
Peggy Lyons
Winifred Hughes
Billye Lee Harmon
Martha Casteel
Margaret Elkin
Thomasine Gray
Mildred Hodges
Lois Andre
Meta Bowman
Josephine Kelly
Jeanne Claire Leonard
Jackie Stubblefield

Dorothy Stubblefield
Alice Wileman
J uanice Tillman
Betty Thompson
Patty Curtiss
Jane Kennedy
Sue Jean Lynch
Bobbie Crimen
Kitty Mulcahy
Cleo Hardy
Alma Poske
Jane Poske
Emilie Rheinheimer
Virginia Cross
Betty Stablein
Frances Miller
Ann Gallagher
Anne Davis

At Mines home football games, the Gold Diggers proudly perform,
to the delight of the capacity stands. The pep squad and band together
formed intricate maneuvers.

I

Norma Egg

with the College of Mines band, between halves
furnished much enjoyment to EI Pasoans as they

I
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Academic Association
The key organization for the west side of the campus political set-up is the Academic
Association, which has an open membership for those who are listed as taking academic
courses. This organization has greatly increased during the past few years as the academic
branch of the school has grown; and last year extensive plans were laid for future years
by the director of student activities, but due to the large number of organizations within it,
the Academic Association has experienced considerable difficulty in uniting itself.
In the first part of the school semester this year, the Association sponsored a Sadie
Hawkins' Day in conjunction with a national publicity stunt that swept the country, and
received nation-wide acclaim for a novel idea. A carnival concluded the day's events in
Holliday Hall with various organizations cooperating with novelty booths. Its monthly
meetings were generally post-ceeded by refreshments.
April 10, a fifteen minute radio
program was given by the association as a political pot-boiler for next day's Student Association elections, and was followed by a rally at McKelligon's Canyon in which both
factions presented their candidates.

Hardy

Nalley

The Academic Association was defeated in the April 11th elections, not being able to win
but two offices in the general elections, and coming through with four positions on the
Co-ed ballot.

Officers are Hardy Nalley, president, Mildred Hodges, secretary, Lee Slauter, treasurer, and Betty Stark, Alfredo Vazquez,
representatives-at-large.
The new representatives-at-large
are Howard Pitts and Frances Miller.
Members as appear in the picture:
Jimmie Borders
Ralph Hodges
J ames Harper
George Attell
Bill Hudson
Mildred Hodges
Herbert Gore
Charles Dean
George King
Lillian Bess
Ward Evans
Kermit O'Neal
Francisco Licon
William Branch

AN

Graciela Gonzalez
Mont Roper
Winifred Hughes
Bob Echlin
Howard Pitts
Hildon Nations
Bill Goldfarb
Mary Bradshaw
Bill Calderhead
Alfredo Vazquez
Ellinor Fleming
Bob Lyon
Betty Stablein
Alma Poske

N IVERSARY

Helen Galbraith
Jane Kennedy
Claude Haisley
Bob Folk
Frances Murphy
Andy Gonzalez
Paul Carlton
Bob Clark
William Howard
Wilma Black
Lee Coulehan
Rosita Martinez
Lee Harmon
Lawrence Stanton

Tony Hernandez
Martin Fernandez
John Beaty
Kathryn Wolters
June Lang
Betty Stark
William Mayfield
Dorothy Woodley
William Rike
Jeanne Kaffer
Pete Barboglio
Anne Davis
Francis McCormick
Miriam Quick

Johnathan Lancaster
Hardy Nalley
David Porter
Bill Reynolds
Harland Gibson
Carlos Mier
Eugene Rister
Dick Mithoff
Frank Wentz
Dan Boyd
Jane Gibson
Jack Phillips
Harry Jenness
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Scientific Club
The Scientific club, as old as the institution itself, is the nucleus of the Engineering
students. The organization is an unaffiliated student chapter of the American Institute of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, the world's largest professional society. Active members are those who have been accepted to the A. I. M. E. as student associates. All other
engineers on the campus are considered inactive members and are urged to attend all
activities.
The prime interest of the club is to acquaint the student with men high up in the engineer.
ing profession, but an interesting social program has never been neglected. The organization annually sponsors the Hard Luck dance early in March, and an initiation of
freshmen engineers on St. Pat's Day-both of which are highlights in student life. Officers
are Robert Hall, president, Enrique Prado, R., vice-president, Robert Benson, secretarytreasurer, and Professor John F. Graham, faculty sponsor.
MEMBERS:
Sam Valencia
Arnulfo Vega
Tom Mitcham
Lloyd Johnson
Harry Montague
Bob Benson
Merle Hungerford
Bernard Bardsley
Enrique Prado R.
Evaristo Valdez
Jose Melendez
Arturo Morales
George Harris
Seldon Kirby Smith
Harry Miller
Enrique Escudero
Charlie King
Gene Neugebauer
Prof. F. A. Decker
Herman Webel
Walter Peterson
Frank Forbes
Ellison Lott
Noel Alton

Kenneth Webel
James Hart
Jack Cantrill
Juan Prieto
David Leeser
Gilbert Haas
Prof. G. P. Steen
Mario Porras
Bob Penick
Leo McCann
Bert Chilton
Herbert Toone
Harry Britt
Raymond Redd
Nick Munoz
Lee Beahler
John Thorne
Bob Compton
Bill Black
Howard Hill
Dick Guernsey
Tom Abbott
Nick Perez
Robert Mitcham

Virgil Rindom
Don Black
Art Hall
Prof. E. D. Collins
Salvador Trevino
r .l'oyd Dell
Oscar Cobos
Victor Cobos
Werner Haas
George Joseph
Gabriel Cordova
Oscar Chavez
Bob Snider
Gilbert Salcedo
John Harshbarger
Sam Calhoun
Julius Carrera
Ben Fino
Cesar Arroyo
Vance Beckham
Dick Emerson
Charlie Stull
Robert Carlson
Bill Rodgers

Albert Mueller
Leon Wosika
Barney Kerley
Jimmie King
Roy Hoard
Donald Graves
Nick Terrazas
John Price
Dick Neese
Jesus de la Garza
Jose Medina
Jesus Franco
Jose Garcia
Alfredo Terrazas
Jose Zozaya
Al Flores
Manuel Maya
Francisco Cordero
Alfredo Varga
Alfredo de Leon
Albert Herrera
Martin Armagnac
Arthur Rosenbaum
Fred Villareal

Robert Hall
Jack Kennedy
Mario Porras
Jesus Gavaldon
George Beys
Larry Duthie
Floyd Taylor
John Hessler
Vivian Beckham
Tiffany Rinehart
Claude Pendley
Danny Sobral
Clovis Blalock
Ned Wil on
Carlos Fuentes
Joe Johnson
Ray Lane
Everitt Jourdan
j ame Maurice
Hosea Warren
J ames Davenport
Ignacio Ortiz
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V arsi ty Singers
At the beginning of the year, vocal talent on the college campus was organized into two groups, namely the Men's
and Women's Glee Clubs. At that time officers of the respective bodies were as follows: for the men's organization, John
Guffey served as president, Gordon Black as vice-president, and Claud Haisley as secretary. The women's group was pre.
sided over by Betty Johnson, assisted by Frances Murphy and Ruth Williams as vice-president and secretary, respectively.
After a few weeks had gone by, however, the two choral bodies united to form the mixed ensemble known as the Varsity
Sing~t's.
The singers have been quite active this year, presenting excellent renditions under the able direction of Glen R. Johnson in numerous public performances, both commercially over the local radio station and as a representative college group,
making appearances with the college band and on many church and civic programs.
Probably the two achievements of greatest importance to this group were the active sponsoring of a Choral Festival for
grammar school and high school choirs and the participation in the second annual Varsity Show, which was a major factor
contributing to the general success of the production.
Through the Varsity Singers, the College of Mines has presented the music-lovers of EI Paso with well-rendered interpretations of choral works, forming an excellent index to the general progress which the music department has shown.

Center group: Susan Franklin, Director Johnson, Ruth Monroe
.,
Women: Peggy Marston, Elizabeth Miller, Mildred Roden, Sally Ball, Clarice Sherwood, Betty White, Jean Moore, VIrginia Bess, Margaret Norwood, Terry Kranzthor, Bobbie Hunnicutt, Betty Johnson, Katherine Peevey, LL~Venia Arnold,
LaFrance Fenton, Ruth Williams, Frances Murphy, June Millard, Jean Rains, Fern Forsythe, Jeanne Claire Leonard
Men: Howard Wiley, Ellison Lott, John Guffey, Dick Miller, John Thorne, Harwell Sleet, Gordon Black, Eugene Sullivan,
Merle Hatch, Robert Mitcham, Claude Haisley, Thomas Mitcham
.,

2S~
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Alpha Chi
Alpha Chi is a national honor scholarship society founded in February 22, 1922. It is
dedicated to the stimulation of a spirit of sound scholarship and devotion to the truth;
it is opposed to bigotry, narrowness, and distinction on any basis save that of real genuine
worth. It fills the place of Phi Beta Kappa in smaller colleges and universities. The local
chapter is known as Texas Alpha Beta Chapter of Alpha Chi, and was founded in the
fall of 1937. Its charter was officially presented this spring. Students who rank scholastically in the upper ten per cent of the senior and junior classes, and who are approved
by a faculty committee, are eligible for membership. Elections are held once each semester
of the long session.
On May 5-6, the local chapter was represented at the annual meeting of Alpha Chi in
Kingsville, Texas. Officers are Enrique Prado, R., president, Marion Tappan, vicepresident, Margaret McDonnell, recording secretary, Mary Jo Robinson, corresponding
secretary, Fannie Camp, treasurer, and Dr. C. L. Sonnichsen, Dr. Lloyd A. Nelson, and
Dr. Isabella C. Zimmerman, faculty sponsors.

Enrique

Louise Fletcher Reslev
Rachel Bickley
.
Barbara Ann Hackett
Keith Teague
Esther Ziabovsky
Jennie Camp
Joe Sam Willis
Christine Chapman
Fannilee Zollars

Maxine Roper
Eugene Rister
Lu Venia Arnold
Tom Newman
Julius Carrera
Frances Newman
Sue Jean Lynch
Felice Link
Lloyd A. Nelson, Jr.

Joyce Leslie Reed
David Tappan
Isis Galindo
Barbara Hemley
Mary Ellen Casner
Margaret Asmann
Salvador Trevino

On the floor: Margaret McDonnell, Esther Ziabovsky, Mary j o Robinson, Fannie Camp
Second row: Frances Newman, Mary Ellen Casner, Barbara Hernley, Barbara Hackett, Margaret Asmann, Christine Chapman, Lloyd Nelson, Ir., Joe Sam Willis, Maxine Roper, Marion Tappan, Isis Galindo, Louise Resley, Felice Link, Joyce
Reed, Sue Jean Lynch, Jennie Camp, Lu Venia Arnold
Back row: Eugene Rister, Salvador Trevino, Enrique Prado, R., Dr. Wiggins, Dr. Nelson, Julius Carrera
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The Newman Club
Jane Kennedy
Aileen Hill
Mary Jeanette Pennell
Dick Em erson
The Rev. David J. Kirgan
Mrs. Isabelle K. Finea u

...
.

.
.

.
.

Presiden t, spring semester
Pres iden t, fall se111 ester
Vice-presid ent
.
.Secreta ry -treas urer
Spiritual advisor
Facul ty sponsor

Composed of nearly fifty Catholic students on the Mines campus, the Newman Club
this year was active in two fields. The first function was the furtherance of spiritual
activity among members.
Opportunities
to learn more about their faith were given
members at regular meetings conducted by Father Kirgan. These meetings were held
in the form of discussions upon certain points in Catholic faith which are not commonly
known. Communion breakfasts were held throughout the year and members of the
club went to communion in a group. Recently, the club sponsored a one-day retreat,
patterned after the spiritual exercises set up by Ignatius Loyola. During these retreats
members attended different services and discussions. A second activity, the promotion
Jane Kennedy
of fellowship through social events, began with a freshman welcome dance on September
14 at the home of Mrs. Fineau, Numerous activities completed the social calendar for the year. The Mines Newman Club
is a member of the International Federation of College Catholic Clubs.
MEMBERS:
Lu Venia Arnold
Beth Boland
Geraldine Beltz
Estelle Bradt
Leonard Connor
Julius Carrera
Phillip Carrera
Dorothy DesSaulles
Vincent Desmond

Margaret Elkin
Betty J ule Ferguson
Bill Ford
Annette Foester
Jane Franey
Ann Gallagher
Juanita Gruber
Elizabeth Ann Hines
Therese Higdon

ANNIVERSARY

Jack Healy
Scottie Hunnicutt
Bernard Kerley
Josephine Kelly
Peggy Lyons
Albert Mueller
Mary Ann Mitchell
Julia Manning
Francis McCormick

Peggy Martin
Patricia Mooney
Kitty Mulcahy
Jim Neeson
Windsor Nordin
Lemuel Overlock
Mary Jane Patton
Doris Prothro
Bill Reynolds

Bill Saffold
Nancy Scott
Ray Sherman
Clarice Sherwood
Jocelyn Tracht
Betty Warne
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The Latin-American Club
The Latin-American Club was organized in the fall of 1927 for the purpose of fostering
better relations and furnishing a means of social intercourse among the Spanish-speaking
students of the college.
The club enjoyed many social activities
Mexicana" as part of their annual social
a formal dance in the spring. The club
years under the capable direction of Mr.

during the school year, and presented "Neche
activities. The club climaxed its activities with
has progressed very much during the last two
W. R. Avrett, club sponsor.

OFFICERS
Abraham Fernandez,
Francisco Licon
Mario Porras .~
Arnulfo Vega
w. R. Avrett .._.__
Abraham

Fernandez,

J r.
_
_

_
President
_
Vice-president
_ _
_.. Secretary
_
_.Treasurer
__ Faculty Sponsor

Jr.
MEMBERS:
Samuel Valencia
David Carrasco
Nick Terrazas
Oscar Cobos
Carmen Burciaga
Isack Heller
Gabriel Cordova
Victor Cobos
Carlos Mier

Abraham Fernandez,
W. R. Avrett

Francisco

Licon, Elena Fernandez,
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Estella Burciaga
Alfredo Vazquez
Eduardo Vasquez
Graciela Gonzalez
Victor Navarro
Jesus Franco
Tito Apodaca
R. B. Gutierrez
Edmundo Medrano

Victor Fuente
Jessie Apodaca
Elena Fernandez
Alicia Guerrero
Juanita Martinez
Mildred Rodriguez
Elva C Valencia
Aurora Corona
William Abbott

Aurora Corona, Victor Navarro,

Mario Porras, Jesus Franco, Dr.
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Del ta Delta Delta Sorority
Omega Phi Delta, the oldest sorority on the Mines campus, was installed as Theta Psi
Chapter of Delta Delta Delta on May 7, 1938, thus becoming the first national sorority
on the campus.
Delta Delta Delta was founded at Boston University in 1888 by Ida Shaw Martin. It
is international in scope, having chapters in both the United States and Canada with more
active chapters than any other sorority. The Theta Psi Chapter is known as the Golden
Anniversary chapter. Delta Delta Delta was one of the founders of National Panhellenic
in 1892. It has maintained a student loan fund through endowments.

Margaret

McDonnell

This year the sorority began its social calendar with a formal tea at the Women's
Dormitory. Prior to the banquet celebrating the Fiftieth Anniversary of the founding
of Tri-Deltas, a formal pledging took place, at which time, the pledges introduced the
idea of entertaining all new sorority pledges with a tea in the form of a combined social;
and this idea was carried out each semester. During the Christmas holidays, the sorority
entertained at a dinner in the Gold room of the Paso del Norte hotel. In February
new pledges were announced and initiation ceremonies took place. The annual sorority
dance was held March 25 at the Country Club; and during Senior Week, the tradition was
followed of entertaining all senior girls at a tea.

On the 1100r: Ada McDonnell, Ruth Baird, Hazel Ann Manker, Jane Poske, Cleo Hardy
Second row: Emilie Rheinheimer, Betty Stablein, Marjorie Barwise, Marjorie Thurston, Jane Kennedy
tanding: Betty Anne parks, Jeanne Kaffer, Ann Gallagher, Mildred Hodges
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Del ta Delta Delta Sorority
Sorority notables include:
Margaret McDonnell, president Panhellenic council
Jane Poske, president of Co-eds and national Who's Who
Virginia Rice, president Association of Childhood Education
Jeanne Kaffer, national Who's Who and lead in "Spring Dance"
Cleo Hardy, selected by Ameth chapter of DeMolays as sweetheart of Valentine Ball
Jane Kennedy, president of Newman club
Ada McDonnell, student council, and Edwarda Keltner, vice-president student council
Margaret McDonnell and Marion Tappan, members Alpha Chi, National Honorary
Society
Virginia Rice and Marion Tappan, cooed council
Mildred Hodges, secretary of Academic Association

OFFICERS-1938-1939
Margaret McDonnell
Mildred Hodges
Cleo Hardy
Edwarda Keltner
Jane Poske
Emilie Rheinheimer

President
Vice-president
. Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Treasurer
.Marshal

Marion Tappan
Alma Poske
:.
Jeanne Kaffer
Mrs. Mary K. Quinn
Mrs. Lawrence Stevens

Margaret McDonnell
Historian
Chaplain
Librarian
Faculty Sponsor
Alumni Advisor

MEMBERS
Virginia Rice
Virginia Cross

Frances Miller
Betty Stablein

Wilma Black
Helen Galbraith
Betty Ann Sparks

Patricia Ann Mooney
N ell McCutchan

Ada McDonnell
Catherine Scarborough

Ann Gallagher
Ruth Baird

Jane Kennedy

PLEDGES
Mary Frances Bradshaw
Marjorie Barwise

Hazel Ann Manker
Marjorie Thurston

Anne Davis
Jane Duncan

On the flo r: Anne Davis, Nell McCutchan, Wilma Black, Virginia Rice. Helen Galbraith
Second row: Catherine Scarborough, Jane Duncan, Virginia Cross, Frances Miller, Marion Tappan, Mary Frances Bradshaw,
Edwarda Keltner, Margaret McDonnell
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Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority
Zeta Tau Alpha was founded at Virginia State Normal, Farmville, Va., October 15,
1898. It is not only the first woman's fraternity to be chartered in the state of Virginia,
but it is the only woman's fraternity to be chartered by a special act of a state legislature.
It was admitted into the national Panhellenic Congress in 1909, and is one of the largest of
the twenty-three N. P. C. groups, with undergraduate chapters in the leading colIeges and
universities in this country and Canada. Monday, May 19, 1939, the Zeta Tau Alpha International fraternity announced the granting of a charter to Pi Epsilon Pi sorority on this
campus, which was the seventy-sixth charter to be granted by the Z. T. A.'s and the fourth
in Texas, the others being at the University of Texas, Southwestern University, and
Southern Methodist University. The chapter is known as Gamma Gamma and is a member
of Lambda province of Zeta Tau Alpha.
Working with Gamma Gamma chapter is the El Paso Alumni, Mrs. Paul Thomas,
president. It was through the untiring efforts of their twenty-six members that the Zeta
Tau Alpha chapter was established on the Mines campus. Patronesses of Gamma Gamma
are Mmes. Clifton Whyburn, Charles Bassett, J. Fred Ryan, Charles Leavell, Flint McGregor, W. F. Ritter, K. D. Lynch, and W. H. Peterson.
At present, Gamma Gamma includes twenty-five active members and six pledges awaiting initiation. Newly elected officers are Betty Stark, president, Shirley Heisig, vice-president, Florence Ponsford, secretary, Jeanne Claire Leonard, treasurer, Wilma Meyer,
historian, and Josephine Kelly, guard.

Margaret Barnes
Kate Black
Rachel Bickley
Bettie Beard

Kathryn Haisley
Shirley Heisig
Aileen Hill
Louise Maxon

Joyce Upperman
Rosemary Walker

Mary E. Whitake~
Altanell Oden ~

J

CHARTER

MEMBERS

Betty Dyer
Virginia Dyer
Gretchen Reinemund
"Vilma Mae Meyer
NEW

Mary Ann Mitchell
Florence Ponsford
Betty Stark
Josephine Kelly

Jeanne Claire Leonard
Keith Teague
Nancy LackJand
Harriett Morr is Luckett

Charlee Hendricks
Sheila MacFarlane

Geraldine Beltz

INITIATES

Kitty Mulcahy
Dorothea Peterson

eated: Josephine Kelly, Kathryn Haisley, Mary Ann Mitchell, Florence Ponsford, Shirley Heisig, Margaret Barnes, Wilma
Mae Meyer, Bettie Beard, Nancy Lackland, Kate Black
Standing:
Keith Teague. Jeanne Claire Leonard, Betty Stark, Aileen Hill, Rachel Bickley
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Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority
Friday, October 7, 1938, twenty pledges were formally initiated into Zeta Tau Alpha,
becoming charter members of Gamma Gamma chapter. Services for the initiation were
conducted by the National Grand president, Mrs. Harold Hill Helper of New Orleans.
The committee assisting her with the program consisted of Miss Marian Meyer, national
field secretary, Mrs. Paul Thomas, president EI Paso Alumnae, Dr. Gladys Gregory,
faculty advisor, and members of the local alumnae. Officers of the new chapter were
Margaret Barnes, president, Nancy Lackland, vice-president, Aileen Hill, secretary, Keith
Teague, treasurer, Kathryn Haisley, historian, Florence Ponsford, guard. The colors of
Zeta Tau Alpha are turquoise blue and steel grey. The flower is the simple, dainty white
violet. The official magazine, THEM IS, is one of the best known and highly rated publications in the Greek letter world. Recently, THEMIS was cited for merit, in both make-up
and writing by a committee of judges at Northwestern University. The January issue,
1939, in which appears the history and pictures of Zeta's newest chapter, Gamma Gamma,
will be on exhibit at the New York World's Fair. The editor, Shirley Kreig, former
president of the national Panhellenic Congress, is author of the fraternity's history, the
first two-volume history to be published by a woman's fraternity.
Aside from promoting and intensifying friendships within its own groups, Zeta Tau
Alpha maintains one of the most widely known philanthropic projects in the Greek letter
world. This is a Health Center established in keeping with the local tradition of carrying
out an annual charity project at Christmas, in which Gamma Gamma chapter made a liberal
contribution to the Southwestern Children's Home.
PLEDGES
Rosita Martinez
Marian Kissel

Martha Casteel
Nellie Hanson

Alice Gehrig
Katherine Arnold

Seated: Marian Kissel. Geraldine Beltz, Nellie Hanson, Alice Gehrig, Dorothea Peterson, Charlee Hendricks, Sheila McFarlane, Ro ernary Walker, Rosita Martinez, Katherine Arnold
tanding: Martha Casteel, Mary Whitaker, Joyce Upperman, Kitty Mulcahy, Altanell Oden
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Delta Epsilon Beta Sorority
Mildred Boyer

.

President

Betty Johnson

..

Ruth Andre

.

Recording secretary

Sue Jackson

Corresponding

Mary Eleanor Lyon

..
Assistant

Sue Jean Lynch

Historian
.
.

.

treasurer

and rush captain

.

Miss Bulah A. Liles

secretary
Treasurer

Joyce Reed
Mavis Paxton

Vice-president

Social chairman
.

- .

.

Sponsor

MEMBERS
Geraldine Mayfield
Benita Vinson
Loyle Howle
Virginia Lassiter

Jimmie Lou Stowe
Dorothy DesSaulles
Dorothy West
] oanna Franklin

Irene Palm
Frances Twiss
Mary ] eanette Pennell Bennie Nance
Elizabeth Ann Hines
Billie Nance
Jean Rains
Betty Jones

PLEDGES
Margaret Elkin
] ulia Manning

Felice Link
Ruth Miskimmins

Margaret Marston
Leona Starr

Lelaroy Williams

First row: Dorothy West, Sue Jean Lynch, Benita Vinson
Second row: Mavis Paxton, Betty Johnson, Loyle Howle, Miss Bulah Liles, Jean Lassiter, Helen Maechtel, Mildred Boyer
Third row: Sue Jackson, Joyce Reed, Ruth Andre, Dorothy DesSaulles

··
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Delta Epsilon Beta Sorority
The Delta Epsilon Beta Society was established in March, 1937, to create companionship and promote high ideals among
members of the organization.
The sorority opened the year with its annual formal rush tea at Hotel Cortez, and during the seasons three scheduled
rushes, frequent teas, luncheons, and dinners were given. The D. E. Be's enjoyed an active year socially and scholastically
with over half of its members on the honor roll. The annual sorority formal dance was given at Holliday Hall on April 29
and six hundred guests attended.
Outstanding

members include:

Mildred Boyer, candidate for Mines Flowsheet beauty in the spring election on the Engineering ticket, treasurer of Panhellenic.
Sue Jackson, treasurer of the Co-Ed Association.
Betty Johnson, secretary-treasurer
of the Senior class.
Sue Lynch, secretary-treasurer
of the Sophomore class, candidate for Junior class favorite,
Sigma Delta Pi, national honorary Spanish fraternity, Alpha Chi, national honorary
scholastic society, and Pan hellenic council member.
Joyce Reed, Alpha Chi, national honorary schola tic society.
Jimmie Lou Stowe, president College Players, Alpha Psi Omega, national honorary dramatic society.
Irene Palm, candidate for Freshman Flowsheet favorite.
Mary Jeanette Pennell, vice-president of the Newman club.
Felice Link, Alpha Chi, national honorary scholastic society.

Fir trow:
Betty Jones, Leona Starr, Irene Palm, Frances T:wiss
.,
...
. .
Second row: Billie Nance, Jean Rains, Margaret Marston, Bennie Nance, Juha Manning, Ruth Miskimmins, Lelaroy Williams
Third row: Margaret Elkin, Elizabeth Anne Hines, Felice Link
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Kappa Sigma Kappa
Theta Chapter of Kappa Sigma Kappa, formerly Texas Mines Exemplars, was organized in 1927, and has grown to be
the outstanding campus organization; therefore it was only logical for the national order of Kappa Sigma Kappa to choose
thi ~roup to go national. Theta Chapter was established under the head of DeMolay Exemplars, and in 1936 became the
T~as Mines Exemplars, a social and fraternal club of high ethical standards that took a leading part in campus affairs and
was' well represented in all student activities. Each year Theta Chapter sponsors a spring formal and a fall pledge dinnerdance which are the two leading social events on the school calendar.
A few of the major honors held by members and pledges of Theta Chapter include: William Howard, president of the
fraternity, president of Press club, Academic Association, business manager of FLOWSHEET
for 1937-1939; Bob Clark,
editor-elect of FLOWSHEET
1940, secretary of I. R. C. convention; Buddy Black, two-year letterman football, candidate for
Student Association president; Paul Carlton, president Junior class, two-year letterman track; Joe Sam Willis, president Ore
Diggers, member of Alpha Chi; David Porter, president I. R. C. convention, editor 1939 FLOWSHEET;
Lloyd Johnson, business manager of NUGGET; Lloyd Nelson, Alpha Chi; Howard Pitts, representative-at-large
elect, winner of several speech contests; Jim Stacy, editor-elect of 1940 PROSPECTOR,
vice-president I. R. C.; Donald Lance, freshman basketball; Bob Lyon,
national Who's Who, president of Band, 1938; David Tappan, president of Band, 1939, member of Alpha Chi; Noel Alton,
member of 1. R. C., Varsity Singers; Kermit O'Neal, 1. R. C., Student Council representative, member of Band; Jonathan
Lancaster, member of I. R. C., Band, Varsity Singers; Bill Wehner, Band, Varsity Show.
OFFICERS
William Howard ~~
~_~ ~_~_~~_~~~~~~~~~~_~_President
Earl Douglass _~
_~
_ ~~~_~_~~~
~_~~~_~~~
Vice-president
Bob Clark _~~~~~~~~~_~~_~~_~~
__~~~~
__
~_~~~~_~~~~_~~_~
__Secretary
Buddy Black _~
~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~
Treasurer
Lloyd Nelson
Pledge Master
Joe Sam Willis
Historian
Paul Carlton,
Parliamentarian
P_ VI/_ Durkee
Faculty Sponsor

Donald Lance, Jonathan Lancaster, Paul Carlton, Ralph Hodges, Howard Pitts, Bob Clark, William Howard, Kermit O' leal,
Joe am Willis, Bob Lyon, Lloyd Johnson, Lloyd Nelson, Bill Wehner, David Porter, Earl Douglas,
David Tappan,
Noel Alton, Buddy Black, Jim Stacy.
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Alpha Phi Omega
In·the spring of 1919 the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity was organized on the campus of
the College of Mines. Since that time, its members have been active in all college activities
-poljtics, sports, and publications.
This year, the twentieth anniversary of its founding, the order has been unusually
active. Members held many student offices and were outstanding in the field of athletics.
Membership is composed mainly of Engineering students, an effort being made at all
times to maintain a group that is representative of the engineering school. Alpha Phi
Omega has 4ad twenty presidents of the student association-one
for every year since
its organization.

OFFICERS
Fred Boehm
. _. ._ _
_ President
Harry Montague
_ ..__
_ Vice-president
Pollard Rodgers
_
__Secretary-Treasurer
Dr, Lloyd A. N elson
Temporary Sponsor
Prof. E. M. Thomas . .
_._Regular Sponsor
Fred Boehm
MEMBERS
Jimmie King
Robert Hall
George Beys
Sam Reed

Bernard Kerley
Seldon Kirby-Smith
Larry Duthie
Gerald Sullivan

Gene Neugebauer
Dick Guernsey
Oscar Bucholz
Merle Hungerford
PLEDGES

Bob Compton

Jimmy Hart

John Harshbarger

Julius Carrera
Charles King
Joe Luckett

John Hesler
Dick Emerson
Harry Miller
Bob Snider

a.",

.,j "...,
~e
Dick Neece

I'

Donald Watzke

•

Seated: Julius Carrera, Bernard Kerley, Robert Hall, James Hart, Merle Hungerford, Vance Beckham, John He ler, Vivian
Beckham
Second row: Bob Snider, George Beys, Sam Reed, Jimmy King, Dick Guernsey, Seldon Kirby- mith, John Hal' hbarger,
Pollard Rodger
Last row: Larry Duthie, Gene Neugebauer, Harry Miller, Bob Compton, Charles King
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The Press Club
The Press Club of the Texas College of Mines was formed in the spring of 1937, and includes all students who have worked
twelve weeks on the Prospector, eighteen weeks on the Flowsheet, or have a recommendation from the editor of the Nugget.
The Press Club sponsors the Southwestern High School Press Association and under the direction of Frank Junell,
Direc or of Publications, is in charge of the annual convention of the SHSPA. The Association meets for one day each fall
at the College of Mines under the auspices of the Press Club. There are seven Southwestern high schools in the association.
The College of Mines is a member of the Texas Intercollegiate Press Association and sends a delegation to the annual
convention of this organization. The president of the Press Club and two members elected from the Press Club serve as
official delegates to the convention.
Members of the Press Club each year are awarded keys on a point basis, the points being given in reward for work done
on the publications. A student must earn twenty points to be given a key.
Frank Junell, Director of Publications, is sponsor of the club. Officers are William Howard,
vice-president, Alfredo Vazquez, secretary, and Bill Saffold, publicity director.

president,

Hardy

Nalley,

MEMBERS
Joe Sam Willis
Bob Clark
Martin Fernandez
Lloyd Johnson
Maxine Roper
Hardy Nalley

Alice Wileman
William Branch
David Porter
Mildred Hodges
Evelyn Gibson
Jim Stacy

Leonard Kornfeld
Edwarda Keltner
Dale Bowman
Hildon Nations
juanice Tillman
Cecilia Napoles

Alice Hayes
Sue Jean Lynch
Harriet Hanninger
Wagner
William Mayfield
Rankin Johnson

•

William Howard, Joe Sam Willi, Bill Saffold, Bob Clark, Martin Fernandez, Mr. j unell
Lloyd Johnson, Maxine Roper, Hardy Nalley, Alice Wileman, William Branch, David Porter
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Scriblerus Club
The Scriblerus Club was founded on this campus in 1928in order to aid student writers
gain composition technique by meeting twice a month to read and criticize each other's
manuscripts. In 1935 Scriblerus joined the American College Quill Club, and became
Peorth Rune chapter of the national writers organization. In 1939 this chapter again became Scriblerus with a membership of twenty, and it is under the sponsorship of this group
that the NUGGET magazine is published twice yearly. This year, short stories, poems,
essays, and plays were entered in the Texas Intercollegiate Press Association meet held
in Fort Worth. Parties and socials were held throughout the year in the homes of members,
which include
Joe Sam Willis
Mary Io Robinson
Frances Miller
Bill Saffold
Jean Rains
Winifred Andresen
Nancy Kitson

Mary Jane Hanna
George Pell
Leonard Kornfeld
Mary Jane Patton
Kate Haisley
Martha Schroeder
David Vinson

David Tappan
Lloyd Johnson
Juanita Johnson
Grace Beal
James Martin
Ward Evans
Cecilia Napoles

Officers are Joe Sam Willis, president, Frances Miller, secretary, Mary Jo Robinson, corresponding secretary, Bill Saffold, treasurer, Dr. 1. C. Zimmerman and Dr. B. F. Jenness,
co-sponsors.

Mary Jo Robin on, Jean Rains, Bill Saffold, Nancy Kitson, Mary Jane Hanna, Winifred Andresen, George Pell, Dr. Zimmerman, Leonard Kornfeld, Joe Sam Willis, Mary Jane Patton, Kate Haisley
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Forensic Society
Forensic Society began its successful year by presenting an assembly program in the
fall that received an ultra amount of favorable comment concerning its talent. An initiation
party followed this event, given in McKelligon Canyon for members and pledges. A
series of evening church services in various churches was sponsored by the club; and,
in addition, it instigated and sponsored the Town Hall Meetings at the Paso Del Norte
Hotel every Thursday night, given in conjunction with the national Town Hall conclaves
over the National Broadcasting Company.
Forensic sent representatives to contests in Abilene, Texas, Durant, Oklahoma, and Pasadena, California, during the second school semester. Howard Pitts and Mel Reynolds took
first and second place in radio speaking at Abilene; Alfredo Vazquez placed second in Men's
Oration; and Mildred Roden got second place in Poetry Interpretation.
In Durant Mel
and Howard again made the finals, and Jimmie Lou Stowe received first place in Bible
Reading and second place in Poetry Reading. Forensic made its final appearance April 2
at the 'Scottish Rite auditorium in which awards were given to winners throughout the year.

Alfredo Vazquez
Alfredo Vazquez

OFFICERS
_

__ President

Mel Reynolds
_
Secretary-Treasurer
Jimmie Lou Stowe
_
Vice-president
Bobbie Hunnicutt
_
Publicity Manager
Mrs. Myrtle Evelyn Ball, and
Dr. Rex W. Strickland
Co-sponsors

-

-,-,

On the stage: Doyle Gaither, Andy Gonzalez, Su an Franklin, Tiffany Rinehart
eated: A Ifredo Vazquez, Betty Ferguson, Jimmie Lou Stowe, Emily Barlowe, Mel Reynolds, Mrs. Myrtle E. Ball, Virginia
Greening, Dr. Rex W. Strickland, Irene Palm, Joe Dupree, Jane Duncan
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Sigma Delta Pi
The National Spanish Honorary Society Sigma Delta Pi was established November
14, 1919, at the University of California. Chapter Alpha Iota was installed at Texas
College of Mines April 6, 1937, the four installing officers being: John D. Fitz-Gerald,
Richard H. Olmstead, Carlos Escudero, Isabelle K. Fineau. National Honorary presidents
are Archer M. Huntington, Tomas Navarro, and John D. Fitz-Gerald.
The present officers of Alpha Iota chapter are Alfredo Vazquez, president, Frances
Newman, vice-president, Graciela Gonzalez, secretary, Wilma Wilmoth, treasurer; Abraham Fernandez, corresponding secretary.
Student members, in the order of their initiation, are Irene Arroyo, George Bernhardt,
Amelia Branch, Mary Louise Haffner, Maurine Howell, Winifred Kilgore, Madeline
Burrus, Juliet Galvan, Robert Loewenstein, Augusta Sonnichsen, Isabel Specht, Glendyne
Stewart, Alma Bartlett, Maria Luisa Escajeda, Abraham Fernandez, Elena Garcia,
Graciela Gonzalez, Beatriz Maese, Frances Newman, Carlos Rivera, Simonara Rodriguez,
Virginia Stansbury, Alfredo Vazquez, Wilma Wilmoth, Estela Burciaga, Belle Foret,
Adelia Geer, Etta C. Goff, Lilly Belle G. Heid, Kenneth N. Kirby, Nancy Lackland, Ellen
M. Thompson, Esperanza M. Grubbs, Edward Bell, Jr.
Honorary members, in order of their initiation, John D. Fitz-Gerald, Richard H. Olmstead, Carlos Escudero, Isabelle K.
Fineau, Fred \V. Bachman, Lena Eldridge, William Robert Avrett, Carl Allen Tyr e, Anne B. Tyr e, Mathilde Alonzo, Esther
Rus el Brown, Thelma Campbell, Josefina Escajeda, Raymond D. Lorenz, Anita W. Lorenz, Mary K. Quinn, George P.
Shaw, Friederiche W. Kipp Ward, Phillip B. Williams, Jose Hernandez del Castillo, Cruz R. Alvarez, Mindora Avrett, Carrillo Gonzalez, James Resley, Urbici Soler, Lemuel H. Robinson, Frank Amador, j r., Christine Amador, Louise Bogardus.
Eloise Gorman, Angela 1. Ornelas, G., Victores Prieto, B. M. Gause, Mrs. B. M. Gause, Lucy Claire Hoard, Olivia S. de Palafox, Jose M. Palafox, Baxter Polk, Marie Hatchell Stamps.
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College Players
The outstanding production of the dramatic society this year was "Spring Dance," a
three-act play directed by Mrs. Myrtle Ball. One of the objectives of the organization is
the training of members for Alpha Psi Omega, national dramatic society, and this is done
by the students directing one-act plays. The following plays have been produced this year
under student management:
"The Dictator," "The Boy Comes Home," "Gretna Green,"
"Ces la Geurs," "So This Is Paris Green," " On Second Thought," and "The Minuch."
College players took part in a drama festival held at Waco, which is an intercollege
movement seeking to replace the contest idea. Alice Gerstenberg's "Overtones" was the
play presented at this festival. Numerous dances and parties were given during the year.
MEMBERS

Jimmie Lou Stowe

Jack Hunt
Bobbie Hunnicutt
Dorothy Stubblefield
Meta Bowman
Bobby Crimen
Jeanne Kaffer
Mel Reynolds
Lu Venia Arnold
Mildred Roden
Tiffany Rinehart

Joe Sam Willis
Frances Miller
Charles Kilgore
David Porter
Susan Franklin
Winifred Andresen
Miriam Quick
Emily Barlowe
Bill Goldfarb
C. L. North

Peggy Lyons
Ann GalIagher
Estelle Dorris
Alfredo Vazquez
Jimmie Lou Stowe
Jackie Stubblefield
Claude Haisley
Frances Jones
Bill Jones
Edward Bell

Members of the cast on stage after "Spring Dance":
hades Kilgore, Jimmie Lou Stowe, Tiffany Rinehart, BilI Goldfarb,
Betty Stablein, Joe Dupree, Susan Franklin, Ann Gallagher, Bobbie Hunnicutt, Josephine Kelly, Winifred Andresen,
Art Williams, Estelle Dorris, Jackie Stubblefield, Jeanne Kaffer, Joe Sam Willis, Leonard Connor, Mrs. Ball, Jack
Hunt, Peggy Lyons, Bill Saffold, Dorothy Stubblefield, Frances Miller, Mel Reynolds, Charles Gish, John Guffey,
Meta Bowman, Emily Barlowe, Alfredo Vazquez

.~----------------------------------------------------_.
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Alpha Psi Omega
Officers of the national honorary dramatic fraternity,
Bobbie Hunnicutt
Jimmie Lou Stowe
Mel Reynolds
Jeanne Kaffer

Alpha Psi Omega, are:
Director
Stage Manager
Business Manager
.Prompter

MEMBERS
Joe Sam Willis
Jimmie Lou Stowe
Mel Reynolds
Peggy Lyons

Jeanne Kaffer
Bobbie Hunnicutt
Leonard Connor
B ill Saffold

Jackie Stubblefield
John Guffey
Mrs. Myrtle E. Ball

Bobbie Hunnicutt
Alpha Psi Omega took a cast to the Intercollegiate Drama Festival held this spring at Baylor University and presented the
one-act play "Overtones," including Jeanne Kaffer, Jimmie Lou Stowe, Peggy Lyons, and Jackie Stubblefield. Members of
this fraternity are the outstanding dramatic students in College Players.
The Zeta Tau Chapter of Alpha Psi Omega was organized on this campus in February, 1937, and is one of the eleven chapters
of Alpha Psi Omega in Texas. Membership in this organization is based on scholarship, dramatic ability, and service. A
number of Alpha Psi members have received outstanding awards for their dramatic ability.

Sitting: Joe Sam Willis, Mel Reynolds, Jimmie Lou Stowe, Jeanne Kaffer, Bobbie Hunnicutt
Standing: Leonard Connor, John Guffey, Bill Saffold, Mr . M. E. Ball, Peggy Lyons, Jackie Stubblefield
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International Relations Club
Under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, the Inter.
national Relations Club is organized as a non-policy forming movement which prides itself
in the liberality with which it views national and foreign entanglements. The club meets
twice a month to discuss different phases of current events and their relation to world-wide
peace.
This year the club was host to the West Texas-New Mexico conference held on this
campus March 10-11. One hundred delegates from southwestern colleges attended the
conference. Officers for the regional convention included David Porter, president, Bob
Clark, corresponding secretary, and Wilma Black, treasurer. Rachel Bickley is president
of the local chapter and Jim Stacy is vice-president. Co-sponsors are Dr. Gladys Gregory
and Dr. Rex W. Strickland.

Rachel Bickley, President

Alfredo Vazquez, Noel Alton, William Howard, Bob Clark, Earl Douglass, David Porter, Jim Stacy, Paul Carlton, Fred Boehm,
William Mayfield, Kate Haisley, Margaret
teven, Aileen Hill, Katherine Mulcahy, Jonathan Lancaster, Dr. Gregory,
Rachel Bickley, Ward Evans, Kermit O'Neal, Helen Galbraith, Wilma Black, Josephine Kelly, Jane Poske, John Thorn
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Association for Childhood Education
The Association for Childhood Education, a fusion of the National Kindergarten Union and the National Council of Primary
Education, installed the Texas College of Mines branch of the organization in the fall of 1937 with the purpose of furthering
their aim of aiding students planning to enter the teaching profession in gaining a more clear understanding
of childhood
education. In the short period following its installation, the organization on this campus has grown remarkably, doubling its
charter membership.
The unit, sponsored by Miss Lucy Claire Hoard, lists in addition to its honorary member, Mrs. B. Reynolds, the following
officers and members:
OFFICERS
Virginia Rice _..
.
President
Scottie Hunnicutt
Vice-president
Virginia Bess
.
Secretary
La Vonne Rathburn
Director of Publicity
MEMBERS
Susan Franklin
Jane Poske
Wilma Black
Virginia Lassiter
Estella Burciaga

Emily Barlowe
Graciela Gonzalez
J aunice Tillman
Dorothy Morris
Nellie Hanson

Margaret McDonnell
Juanita Johnson
Fanny Camp
Jenny Camp
Fannilee Zollars

Mary Ella Banks
Esther Zlabovsky
Katherine Arnold
Betty Johnson
Mary j o Robinson

The club this year sent its president to Atlanta, Georgia, as delegate to the National
Convention of the student and adult divisions of the Association for Childhood Education.

tanding: Mary Ellen Banks, Graciela Gonzalez, Fannilee Zollars, Su an Franklin, Miss Hoard, Ether
Zlabovsky, Betty
Johnson, Jane Poske, Estella Burciaga
.
Sitting: Wilma Black, Margaret McDonnell, Mary Jo Robinson, Virginia Bess, LaVonne Rathburn, Virginia Rice, Jual11cc
Tillman, Scottie Hunnicutt, Fanny Camp, Jenny Camp, Juanita Johnson, Katherine Arnold
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Pre-Medic Club
Increasing rapidly from its charter membership in 1929, the Pre-Medic club has gained
a reputation as being one of the major scientific organizations on the campus today. Its
personnel consists of all biology students who are interested in pursuing a medical degree
elsewhere, and, since its origin, no member has flunked out of the medical school once he
decided to become a doctor. This extraordinary record has served to spur its members to
greater scientific achievement.
Frequent trips were taken to various hospitals in the city to witness operations, and at
regular bi-monthly meetings, prominent doctors have spoken to the club on topics of
current anatomical interest, often illustrating their lectures with slides, instruments, and
other appropriate equipment. Mortuaries have cooperated with the group to the extent of
letting them in on autopsies and embalmings throughout the year. Club officers are Jack
Phillips, president, Gordon Black, vice-president, Betty Stablein, secretary-treasurer,
Dr.
Anton H. Berkman, Dr. B. F. Jenness, co-sponsors.

Jack Phillips
Members are Armando Garcia, Roy Davis, Dick Miller, Mary Eleanor
Ellis, George Eden, Thelma MeN ail, Kermit O'Neal, Carlos Mier, Ester
Bromberger, Cecilio Arredondo, David Vinson.

Lyon, Estelle Bradt, Dorothy Stubblefield, Jack
Cox, Bruce Cameron, Hazel Hardcastle, Hilda

Armando Ga rcia , Roy Davis, Dick Miller, Mary Eleanor Lyon, Estelle Bradt, Betty
Ellis, George Eden, Jack Phillips, Thelma McNail, Dr. Anton H. Berkman.
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Stablein,

Dorothy

Stubblefield,

Jack
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Pan hellenic Association
The College of Mines Panhellenic Association was organized as a branch of the national
Panhellenic Congress in September, 1938. Its membership consists of two active members
and one alumnus of each sorority on the campus. The object is to maintain on a higH
plane fraternity life and inter-fraternal relations, to cooperate with the college authorities in their efforts to maintain high social and scholastic standards throughout the
school, and to be a forum for the discussion of questions of immediate interest to the
sororities.
In keeping with this aim, the organization offers a scholarship cup to the sorority having
the highest grade-point average for the school year, and annually makes a contribution
to the school library.
Officers for the council for the 1938-39 school year were Margaret McDonnell, president,
Delta Delta Delta, Kate Haisley, secretary, Zeta Tau Alpha, and Mildred Boyer, treasurer, Delta Epsilon Beta. Council members were Edwarda Keltner, active, and Henrietta
Reynaud, alumnus, Delta Delta Delta, Sue Jean Lynch, active, and Helen Maechte1,
alumnus, Delta Epsilon Beta, Margaret Barnes, active, and Margaret Quaid, alumnus,
Zeta Tau Alpha.

Margaret McDonnell, Mildred Boyer, Sue Jean Lynch, Margaret Barnes, Edwarda Keltner
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Pre-Law Club
The Pre-Law Club was organized March 1, 1937 with the following objectives: to debate
and discuss in open forum pertinent questions of the day; to study and practice parliamentary law; to became better acquainted with legal procedure; to assist pre-legal students in arranging their schedules; to take an active part in campus activities.
The club's annual dance and dancing contest was held April 6 at Holliday Hall, and the
yearly banquet the first of May.
In. order to give as many members as possible experience in presiding over parliamentary
bodies, the chairmanship changes every fourth meeting during the year, and each chairman appoints his own clerk. Those acting as chairman this year: Harold Mosley, William Mayfield, Charles Taylor, Francis McCormick. Clerks are' Harry Sorensen, Harold
Mosley. Tom Newman is treasurer.
MEMBERS:
Lee Coulehan
Jimmie Borders
Doyle Gaither
Dr. Rex W. Strickland __
. .

Bob Stewart
Alfredo Vazquez
Lee Shamaley
.
._Sponsor

,
Alfredo Vazquez, Howard Pitts, Harry Sorensen, William Mayfield, Tom
Shamaley, Francis Me Cormick, Charles Taylor
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Newman,

Harold

Mosley, Doyle

Gaither,

Lee
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Women's Dormitory

The Women's Dormitory was opened in the fall term of 1936, thus establishing the College
of Mines as an out-of-town, as well as local, institution. This year, for the first time, the
enrollment at the Dormitory was sufficient to warrant an organization of women living
on the campus known as the Outcasts, which is an un-registered club in the Student
Association, but which takes an active part in school life. Living in comfortable quarters,
with every accommodation for being the center of campus socials and organization meetings, the Outcasts are predestined to become one of the leading co-educational groups.
Further increase in women enrollment at the College of Mines will be through this source,
and due to this fact, the Outcasts should be given credit for future creation of a larger
and stronger organization.
Mildred Roberts, president, Fern Forsythe, secretary, Mary Vee Hawkins, treasurer, Nell
Frances Simpson, and Lucille Skeen, sergeant-at-arms, and Betty Jule Ferguson, reporter,
are officers of the club.

MEMBERS
Helen Mason
Katherine Arnold
Olive Stewart
Katherine Peevey

Earline Penick
Mildred Roberts
Mary Vee Hawkins
Lucille Skeen

Fern Forsythe
Betty Jule Ferguson
Leona tarr
Nell Frances Simpson

La France Fenton
Julia Carlton

Standing: Olive Stewart, Katherine Peevey, Mildred Roberts, Luc(l1e Skeen, Fern Forsythe, Leona Starr, Nell Frances
Simpson
.
'eated : Helen Mason, Katherine Arnold, Earline Penick, Mary Vee Hawkins, Betty J ule Ferguson, La France Fenton,
. Julia Carlton
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Varsity Music
Varsity Music, College of Mines orchestra and probably better known as Varsitonians,
was organized in the fall of 1938 under the direction of Glen R. Johnson, head of the
music department. After weeks of intense rehearsal, they played for the first school dance
of the season, and since that time have played for all school dances, dinners, sorority and
fraternity dances, and went with the concert band on the trip to Odessa prior to the
Mines-Tech football game. The longest trip the orchestra has made was to Gallup, New
Mexico, where it played a dancing engagement. Besides taking part in the All-Mines
KTSM Jamboree broadcast, Varsity Music forms the nucleus for the annual Varsity Show.
Attempts in previous years to form a similar dance band from material on the campus
did not succeed, but this organization has in a comparatively short time attained an
enviable reputation both in the city proper and in surrounding towns. This achievement
has been largely through the efforts of Glen R. Johnson and Eugene W. Sullivan, student
orchestra director.

The orchestra includes:
Violin:
Eugene Sullivan
Saxophones:
Harvey Gardea
Herman Webel
Wendell Pierce

Trumpets:
Bob Lyon
Joe Benish
Stanley Wright
Trombones:
Bert Davis
Dick Miller

Bass:
Marshall Snelson
Traps:
Hildon Nations
Vocalists:
Bobbie Hunnicutt
John Guffey

First row: Stanley Wright, Bob Lyon, Joe Benish, Hildon Nations, Wendell Pierce, Harvey
Guffey
Second row: Bert Davis, Dick Miller, Marshall Snelson, Eugene Sullivan
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Webel, John
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The Outpost

Residents of the Men's Dormitory banded together in the fall of 1938 to form what is
known as the Outpost, nucleus for all out-of-town men students, for the purpose of participating in campus social and athletic events. The Outpost has representation in a great
number of the leading organizations of the college; such as, the Tennis team,Varsity Show,
Band, Orchestra, International
Relations Club, Publications, football team, basketball
team, track, Kappa Sigma Kappa national fraternity, and Alpha Chi honorary fraternity.
Officers are Erlwood Clausewitz, president, Vincent Desmond, vice-president, Federico
Villareal, Jonathan Lancaster, and Richard Miller, governing committee; Dr. Anton H.
Berkman, faculty sponsor.

First row: Julius Sadowsky, Harry Britt, Ethridge McKinzie. Herbert Toone, Bennie Jenness
econd row: Robert Penick, Charles Donoho, Frank Maiorana, Robert Prokschl, Hector Silva
Third row: Clark Henderson, Bert Chilton, James Toone, George Garcia, Jonathan Lancaster, Erlwood Clausewitz, Claude
Pendley, Edgar Brown, Gilbert Yeager, Morton Sparr, L. C. Johnson, Dewey Chesnut, D. C. Moore, Dr. Anton H.
Berkman
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how the yumer sexshun came to pass
Once upon a time there lived a wise and gracious monarch in the land of Anyul, and he
was the ruler of all this land. Although he was all-wise, the time came to pass when he
found that he could not sleep. His slumber was bothered with problems about Anyul and
so he called in his conjurer and court magician, Junell the Just. The Just One calIed forth
his evil genii, Cookie the Cracked, and his genii said that no rest would be had by Porter
the Potent, ruler of Anyul, until he had obtained the elixir of life for Anyul, a yumer sexshun.
And so Porter the Potent sent his courtiers forth to announce that 10, one-half his
kingdom would be given to anyone who might procure for him a yumer sexshun, although he
knew not what it was. And soon did three men appear before him and abase themselves
before him and say unto him:
"Oh Mighty Porter the Potent, we be but three humble minions of yours, yet we feel
that we can produce for you the magical yumer sexshun. Our grandfather's grandfather
and his grandfather's grandfather, for even unto the seventh generation, have been revered
for their yumer sexshuns."
And so the mighty monarch bade them rise and plied them with viands and exotic
wines and did say unto them, "And how are you known?" And the minions answered, "We
are three: Saggatarius the Sagacious, Kern the Canny, and£.!!urp~ the MagnificenUan
we
are not unknown in our own country as three wise men. The Erst of us lives by emitting
musical notes and writing poetry, the second by distributing felines, and the third is a robber
baron of the co-op, known in these parts as the Den of the Forty Thieves."
And Porter the Potent was pleased, and the wine flowed as the spring rains, and soon
the three sellers of wisdom fell into a deep sleep, inspired by their guardian genii, Al Kay
Hoi, the spirit, and second husband of the muse. And soon they began to mutter and toss
in their slumber, and Porter the Potent had their talk taken down on sheets of papyrus by
the court steno, and, 10, it came to pass that in the transcription of their drunken frenzy,
came the secret of the yumer sexshun. And the monarch was pleased with the yumer
sex shun, and had it spread throughout Anyul, and Junell the Just was pleased and no more
did he have to conjure Cookie the Cracked, for the monarch slept the sleep of the innocent,
and they all lived happily ever after, except the three, who awoke ashamed and victims of
an obscure disease known to them as Hangoveritis.

Humor AdsHumor Ads.

• ••
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...editorial ....
To YOU, the STUDENTS-GENESIS
With this issue of PYRITE
issues of this publication-the
SWEATED

and EXODUS!!!

PEBBLES
FIRST

we give to you, THE

and the

LAST!

that this magazine might live up to YOUR

It has been WORK!
COOPERATION,

STUDENTS,

both

have WORKED

and

expectations, if any!

The staff has SLAVED and SWEATED

and worthy to bear the NAME of the COLLEGE
AID.

We

STUDENT

We APPRECIATE

after STUDENT

of MINDS!

that a publication fit

We have had excellent

for two students have volunteered their

it and want YOU, the STUDENTS,

to know we APPRE-

CIATE it.
May we add that it is the hope of the STAFF

that this, PYRITE

PEBBLES,

will

not go forth like a RAY of LIGHT into total darkness and there to be dispersed unknown,
un liked, and unappreciated.
not been in VAIN!

If only ONE student is aided by this feeble effort, then it has

Read this, enjoy this! It's FREEl
study it! It is easy to read-no

Hang it on the wall, peruse it in your idle moments,

SQUAT, no STOOP, no SQUINT!

To Pop Schaeffer, custodian of Main Building ...
the keys ...

Keeper of

supervisor of hygiene . . . this first, last, and

only issue of PYRITE PEBBLES is affectionately dedicated ... after all, he is the only man on the campus who
keeps it clean all the time.
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SUMI\;fER
SUITS
that let your body breathe
Our second floor clothing department features the largest stocks of men's summer
suits in the Southwest . . . clothes that
weigh about one-third less than regular
weight suits! Star values include ...

Palm Beach Suit ..

$15.50

Kuppenheimer
"Air-O- Weave"

$29.50

POPULAR
DRY GOODS

CO.

EL PASO, TEXAS

0[========================.:=============0

Saga of the Censor
The boss around these diggins
is the eminent

Once upon a time
there was a little lad
who wrote a little rhyme
that was very, very bad.

who was standing on one leg
when in walked Dean________

And the censors wunt pass
on the goodness of his intentions
and they sat on him en masse
on account of his inventions.

And then slightly stinted,
this is what they printed:

CAMP GRANDE
Your Home While In
El Paso

.•................••.
[Pago One llundred

Seventy-one]

~
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3700 Block Alameda Ave .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

_

And he fell to the floor
which made him very sore
cause she called in accents thrilly
Gosh Dr
_
you sure look silly.

Make

Velvet Ice Cream

_

A

•••••••••

!:
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STANDARD GASOLINE
R. P. M. Motor Oil
UNSURPASSED

Standard Oil Company of Texas
Womble Boulevard

Main 1872
u

o
In the deep of the darkest depths of the night
An occult occasion occurring in fright
Plunged the petulant politics deep into gloom
At the College of Mines in the embalming room:
The question resolved itself to thatWho oh who stole the Dean's cat???
The chiefest of culprits was probably O'Neal
Who with Nations decided to have a New DealInsofar as supplies of zoological concern
Were concerned they felt bridges had to be burned;

Compliments of

GUNNING-CASTEEL, Inc.
"Six Friendly Drug Stores"
•••••

~

••

y ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Compliments of

Norton Brothers, Inc.
BOOKS and STATIONERY
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

So at 30c each they supplied the whole school
With cats for material and a knife for a tool.
The Dean he was mad and the Dean he was sore
At the thought of his cat now reposing in gore;
And he fumed and he cussed and he heartily swore
That Nations-O'Neal would be active no more.
So the boys in despair with a tearing of hair
Decided to quit.
So do 1.
I do.
THE

L. G. BALFOUR

OFFICIAL

JEWELERS

COLLEGE

FRATERNITIES

America's

ART PRINTS

Most "Dressed-Up"
Kodak Pictures

........................................

TO THE
AND

MAJORITY

OF

SORORITIES

Send For Your Copy of The Balfour Blue Book
Represented On The Campus
of Texas College of Mines and Metallurgy
by
Jim Shackleford
1123 College Avenue
Boulder, Colorado
L. G. Balfour Company
Attleboro, Massachusetts

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SCHUHMANN PHOTO SHOP
PANEL

COMPANY

Compliments of

RmERICAn fURniTURE COmPAny
Texas at Stanton

Main 2670

............•........•...••.............
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Ode to a Gold Fish
Or Jaundice Is a Horble Disease
Like ripe wheat her hair, her feet like boats
Or swimming floats,
Oh well we can't describe her charms encircle
Them within your arms
Her duty done she can be won subside in
Sighs before your eyes
The Flowsheet staff arf arf a laff oh well
Variety is the spice of life.

oh smoky smoky smoky joe at once our prideful pride and woe
a gem among the engineers among the same he got no peers
the gals they swoon the gals they faint among each brass
spittoon they paint
their lips. they rouge their cheeks they wiggle hips for weeks
and weeks
but smoky smoky smoky joe he will not fall he will not go
a dirty academic trick those academs they make me sick
oh dr wiggins please take note they try to buy my measly
vote
hooray hoora oor 00 o
oh smoky joe

+ + +
Freddie boehm oh freddie boehm
oh noble soul oh empty dome!
Hail to thee oh spirit sublime
Whose brains make mock of father time
freddie freddie freddie ever present ever ready
cum to us
you little cuss
we luv you well oh a p 0
we'll ever never let you go
not much
+ + +
there was a young feller named dark
who went walking one night in the park
till he came on a stocking oh my it was shocking
and oh how he cursed the dam dark
+ + +
dave dave lived in a cave nor would he shave
that horrible dave but think
of the $$$$ he'd save

+ + +
there was once a fellow yclept bIck
who wisht thet he hd sm jck
so he run fr the prexy and bcause of hs sexy
peal he lost fr a fack
+ + +
and then there's old honest jim stacy
whose pants were uncommonly lacy
one day saffold and he went out on a spree
without pnts which made them quite racy
+ + +
and again there was wm. f. howard
who once became alkahall powered
and he hooped and he hollered that tracks were bean
follered
and his langwidge was hoddibly flowered
+ + +
thnk of the littul chesnut tree he sits and sits he does does he
the littul rascal never wrks and all unpleasantness he shirks
oh woul i wer thet chesnut tree and then yur eyes wunt
bother me

0=================='0

0===================0

o

The Mine &·Smelter
Supply Co.

ROBER'f E. McKEE

410 San Francisco St.
EI Paso, Texas
CONSTRUCTION
GENERAL

Headquarters

for

before and after

ENGINEER

CONTRACTOR

"Miners"
graduation

Efficient engineers and large stocks
available to you at all times

EI Paso -Honolulu, T. H. --

R. S. BEARD,

Dallas

Ft. Clayton, Panama Canal

Manager

D==================O

......•.................................
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Los Angeles --
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How James Became a Man
In the days long before the reign of Franklin Delanus over the mighty empire of
the unsubjugated and highly civilized barbarians of the north there lived in the province
of Lepazo a certain T'ejan.
And he was a righteous
hibitions.

man and his works were plenty and good as were his in-

And his family was large, and lo! each year it grew larger and the upright Tejan
(whose name was Aloysius, the son of Snargleberger) soon found in his heart the wisdom
of the story of the prodigal son, calling his first-born to him he said unto him:
Son, you are the salt of my meat and the soda of my whiskey and soda and it profiteth
not that an idle heart and an idle hand remain here in the evil environs of Lepazo. And
therefore my son I have decided to send you forth into the world to seek your fortune,
bearing the parental blessing and a suit of clothes (for in those days the peoples of the
earth were un seemingly strict concerning such things).
And James he went forth into the wiles of the world welI equipped with parental
admonitions and his old man's diary, which was some stuff.
And soon after he set out into the West he came unto a small group of habitations
beset around and about with cows. And it was an institution of higher learning. And its
name was Aggra, or as the Tejans calIed it, Cowcoleg.
And lo! James said unto himself here will I linger and learn of the evils of the world
and how to escape them. For as surely as the civilization of a nation may be told by its
soap and commode-ity, youth cannot distinguish temptations without first tasting of them
to see if they are tempting.
And here in Aggra (or Cowcoleg, as it is called by the T'ejans) did James spend many
days and nights, and it came to be said of him that he was the rattiest of the rats in that
institution, which in the language of the Aggrans means that he raised plenty heU.
And lo! the time came and was spent that he should have returned to his home. And
his family looked sorrowfully at him and mourned. And his father, who was a righteous
man, said unto him:
Son, you have revelIed and wasted the substance of my check-book and my heart is
sore within me. Yet think not that I shalI chastise you, for you are my son and besides you
weigh 246 lbs, and are 6 ft. 4 inches high. But the righteousness of the world shall condemn
you, and I shall punish you in measure with the evilness of your deeds. Your children they
will cry and your friends they will point to you in scorn. Woe is you! And I pronounce
your judgment.
And James in that time of stress became a man, and he bore the most horrible punishments bravely. For lo! for the space of four years he trod the repentant path. And he
became an inhabitant of the College of Mines. And he was an engineer.

iilllIllItIIlIlUHIIIIlIIlIIIIlIlIllIIIlIIlIIllIIIIlIlIlIIltIlIl'lUlllllUlIIlllllltlllllllll1II1llllllliUlIIIIIIUlUlWIUIUILlIIIUlUlltilltllIIIllll1tt1llllllllllllllllllllUIIIIlJII1IlilUl11111t111lllmUlltlllllllllillilllllli
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THE

WHITE

HOUSE

El Paso's

Fashion Store
since

1900

01========================.:===========0
there was a young lady named roper
who wanted to find an eloper
but soon in dismay
she could only yell hey
there aint one who aint just a soft-soaper

Confldentially -

+ + +

THE

kiki escudero wanted saffold to fight
at the engineers smoker one nite
so bill said okey
but just thing to say
get me a man whose half my height
and tie up both hands behind him and tie em up tight
then i'll fite
escudero thought a while and wrinkled up his map
and sed no that would be a handicap

FLOW SHEET

requests you to remember that advertisers in this 1939
edition of our yearbook are boosters and backers of the
College of Mines.

Read the advertisements

placed in

this book by them and then give them a boost when
possible. Along with your co-operation, the advertisers
herein
edition.

are responsible

for the success

of this

25th

These concerns do not fail to boost us, so do

not fail to boost them when the opportunity

presents

itself.

BROOKS TRAVIS

Best of luck to the firms listed in these pages.

Annuities

Life Insurance

Thank you,
Educational

Policies
WILLIAM

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

Main 664

LIFE

INSURANCE

HOWARD,

Flowsheet Advertising Manager.

705 Mills Building

•••••.............••...••.•...••.••..
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Your dealer has

ICE COLD

DR. PEPPER

Headquarters

for

REFRESHMENTS

FOR

ALL OCCASIONS

FOR DANCES AND WEDDINGS
SPECIAL

FRU I T

PUNCHES

Empire Products Corporation

01===================0

0==================0

"Ladies and gentlemen," said Clark, "I wish to announce the first and last issue of Pyrite Pebbles."
"Why?" It was Mayfield.
"Well, in the first place, after the censors see it, all the
staff members will have to leave town. And in the second
place, after the general public sees it the staff will have
to leave town. My only consolation is that Porter has taken
out heavy insurance on me and Tappan and O'Neal and
I will be able to have a hell of a good time in case of any
slight accidents to us. But that is a hell of a consolation."
"Hell yes," said Mayfield.
"And furthermore,"
continued Clark, "the economic
status of this country as perceived by me is all shot. And
when it comes to economics there is no one who knows as
much as I do."
"Sure," said Mayfield.

"I atn the Lord High Executionor I" hummed Clark,
as he bowed to the sound of great applause. The audience
figured he was through.
According to the humor section it would seem that
they were right.
"Hell yes," said Mayfield.
YTT •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Give Usa Trial
Follow The Mines Crowd To

UVIARTIN'S

B~~~i~SHOP
Special on Permanent
1114 E. Yandell Blvd.

w.

Buy Everything for Your Home on Easy
Weekly, Semi-Monthly or Monthly
Terms at the

UNION FURNITURE
205-215 S. Stanton

For more than Half a Century

CO.

Main 2351-2028

Established

1888
EI Paso, Texas

118 Mills Street
~y

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE SPINNING WHEEL

KIRKLAND'S
Cut Flowers For All Occasions
Our Corsages and Flower Arrangements
Are Always Given Personal Attention

..
..

T. Hixson Co.
EI Paso's Jewelers

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2729 Wyoming St .

Waves
Telephone Main 320

PHONE

MAIN

2354

615 Montana St.
Main 513

.•.••.....•.••.••••..•..................

(t

The Home of Ice Cream Pie"

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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,
HOME OIL COMPANY
of EL PASO

The Co-OpA CONVENIENT

PLACE

TO BUY

Distributor

Gulf Petroleum Products
There Is a Good Gulf Station Near You

School Supplies
Felt Goods

Stationery

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Novelties

KTSM

Jewelry

Sandwiches

Cold Drinks

"The Voice of El Paso"

Affiliated with
NATIONAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Red and Blue Networks

BEDTIME

STORY

MRS. JOE RAMSEY, Manager

FOR MORONS

Once upon a time there was a little turtle and his name
was Oscar. Now it happened that Oscar and his mama and
papa went out for a walk one day and it started to rain.
Quick as a flash they darted into the nearest restaurant, where
they all ordered a plate of soup. Just as the waiter brought
the soup, Mama Turtle said, "Oscar, run home like a good
boy and bring Mama's and Papa's umbrellas."
Oscar didn't want to because he was afraid they would
eat his soup while he was gone. But they promised not to,
so he got up and crawled rapidly away towards the door.
After two years, Mama and Papa Turtle decided to
eat Oscar's soup because it was all cold by now. Just as
they began on it, they heard Oscar from the door.
"If you eat my soup, I won't go on home and get your
umbrellas," he said.

FIVE POINTS

SHOE SHOP

O. J. Asmann, Proprietor
High Grade Shoe Repairing
Peters Shoes for Men and Boys
812 N. Piedras Street

AETNA

"The moth is an interesting specimen," said Doc, "Why
don't you specialize on it?"
"O.K.," said the young man, and away he went to the
library to find some books on moths.
Two days later by chance Dr. Berkman met the young
aspirant on a street corner and asked if he found suitable
books for his study. The young man replied that he found
only one-"Advice to Moth-ers."
+ + +
"Let's rehearse this one, boys," said the undertaker
the coffin fell out of the car.

Fine Diamonds and Watches
•

l)

as

....

•

EI Paso, Texas

..............••...........

~

A young man wished to take up the study of entomology so he contacted his local biologist, Dr. Anton H. Berkman by name, who suggested that he specialize on one particular species of bugs.

LIFE INSURANCE

CO.

of Hartford, Conn.
A. L. McKnight, General Agent
Aetna-izers
Jack Donohue and Jack Dunn
Phone Main 622
210 N. Stanton

Feder's Je-welers
• • •
Corner Texas and Mesa

........•.•.............................
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Seven ty-scveti I

;
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.....
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FRANK D. STEWART
Southwestern

Distributor

0==================0

STEWART

BROTHERS,
INCORPORATED

SEIBERLING

D istr ibu tors

Safety Tires

Main--821
Main--174

401 Montana Street

0,==================0
DR. WIGGINS'

FAVORITE
DINNER

JOKE

FOR AFTER-

SPEECHES

There was a certain young man who had an excellent
sense of the obvious, and made a habit of asking same from
everyone he met on the street. If a man was watering his
'awn, he asked if the grass was dry; if someone was sick,
he asked if they didn't feel good; if a car broke down, he
asked if anything was wrong-and
so on. Well, by chance
one day, this young man happened upon a thug who was
thoroughly beaten and bruised, and who had a knife sticking out of his solar plexus, leaning on a lamp-post.
"What's the matter, someone stab you?" inquired the
senseless one.
"No," mumbled the thug; "this knife is just holding
up my pants."

PALM'S

FLOWERS

Gift Flowers

Attractively

Arranged

RING FREE
MOTOR OIL

Main 11

•••••

01==================0
And then there is the story of one who encountered
a victim of alcoholism on a street corner and inquired as
to the whereabouts of the post office from there.
"Well," said the ossified gentleman in classic dialect,
"you go two blocks down and turn to the right-no,
that
won't work. Well, you go four streets across and doubleno, that won't work either. Try going six blocks up and
cutting across-no, sir, that's out too. Come to think of it.
you can't get to the post office from here."
+ + +
Moths are such economical pets-all they eat is holes
-Ling
Po.
+ + +
They laughed as I stepped under the shower with my
fez on, but they didn't know that I was going to take a
Turkish bath.

The Southwest's Leading
Sporting Goods Store
•

El Paso, Texali

v ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

..-

..-

..

CUT RATE

Store No.1
Plaza Building

DRUGS
Store No.2
Hotel Cortez

...•....••...•..•...•••.•.•••...•..•••..
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CAMERAS

and MOT

EQUIPMENT

RENFRO DRUG CO.
DEPENDABLE

Main--821
Main--174

401 Montana Street

Corsages at Reasonable Prices
705 N. Mesa Ave.

OilS

HUNTING

•

ION

KODAK

and FISHING

PICTURE
FINISHING

EQUIPMENT

•

DON THOMPSON, Inc.
Bassett Tower

Main 2144

•.•.....................................

br

SIX REARS ITS UGLY HEAD
or
SWEET-HOTS

ON PARADE

(To be read with gestures and deep emotion)

+ + +
"The time has came," the staff all plead
"To sponsor an election;
Bring forth your beauties, live or dead,
To fill the Favorite Section."
At this the girls arranged their curls
And slapped some paint upon their lips,
And brushed their teeth to shine like pearls,
While pressing evening slips.
Forth to the ogling mob came Kate
To display her lu-uvely charms;
And cast before her throng as bait
A smile that rang in four alarms.
But not so fast! For in the foyer
There was a shining lassie.
She smiled and said, "It's Millie Boyer,
And, say, I think I'm classy."
Then these young ladies stepped aside
To welcome Cleo Hardy.
She sashayed up and gaily cried,
"Am I too late to join the party?"
"Why, no," a frigid voice replied,
As Max reared her ugly head,

"Sax will tell," she slyly lied;
"'Twill haunt you till you're dead."
"Now I'm a favorite," cried Mel;
"Acclaimed for my good looks."
"Ya ain't so hot, aw go to h .... "
McDonnell shrieked, "You bunch of crooks."
"I bet I'll win," said Sue Jean Lynch
"If only by a recount.
It may be close, but in a pinch
I'll get the right amount."
"It's Claire to see," Jeanne Leonard hollered
"That we're the campus select,
The Sundquissed girls had best be follered
And be the choice elect."
And Jackie, Dee, and Irene came
Right out into the open,
And just like moths about a flame
That fluttered forward, hopin',
The starting gun was fired;
"They're off!" the students shoutedThe votes, they say, were often hired,
But the Engineers were routed.
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ALL

FE1ITURE

When You Need
PARTS - TIRES
BATTERIES
For Your "Gilopy"
See

PICTURES

and PORTRAITS
In This Book Made By

W eeks- RedlTIon
221 Mills Building

W alter Gold, Manager

Main 180

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

FRANKLIN'S

Main 2839

209 N. Mesa Avenue
Misses' Apparel at Moderate Prices
••••••••••••••••••••••••

v ••

Dresses -

v ••••••••••••

Coats -

Suits -

Lingerie

Hosiery and Millinery
~

Pause-Drink

•••

v ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-

f.""~__ The drink
that
j

eOCG-eo-k

lewt:rs

everybody
knows

Pure as

Free Delivery
Our Specialty

405

N MESA

AVE

Corsages -Bouquets
DESIGNS and DECORATIONS
"The Cheapest and The Best"

Sunlight

F. GIL
Night - Red 78R

ADA HIGGINS
Main 3353
BEDTIME

STORY

FOR

IMBECILES

Once upon a time there was a little hummingbird who
used to fly to the grape arbor next door and sample grapes.
Whenever he sampled too many he became slightly inebriated, and in these moods a little red man used to come up
from nowhere and bother him.
One day his old maid aunt came to visit him, and he
took her next door to show the grape arbor to her. He
knew he would have to be careful and not sample too many
grapes, because aunty was very strict. So they flew about
and sampled a very few of the choicest grapes.
But sad to say, the little hummingbird sampled a few
too many, and as he and his aunt flitted over to the nearest
high tension wire to sit down, there was the little red man

Jarman
Friendly
Fives

$5

popping up from nowhere. He didn't want her to know
anything about the little red man, so he sat there quietly,
while the little demon pestered him.
Finally aunty spoke up. "Nephew, send that little red
man away," she said.

+ + +
BEDTIME

STORY

FOR IDIOTS

Once upon a time there was a little ostrich who had
two friends, Effie and Sadie. One day they were all playing
on the beach and Effie and Sadie decided to run away and
hide from the little ostrich, whose name was Butch. So
away they ran, just as fast as they could. After they ran
a long time, real quickly they stuck their heads in the sand.
Little Butch came running up, and after looking around for
a while yelled, "Where the heck is everybody?"
···········.·.··~
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PROFESSIONAL

PAUL D. THOMAS

MEN'S

JOH N D. PETICOLAS, M. D.

1306 Bassett Tower
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620 N. Oregon
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JAMES L. STOWE, D. C.
CHIROPRACTOR

DR. E. W. RHEINHEIMER
El Paso National

Friend of the College of Mines

L. RICE, D. S. C.

LOUIS W. BRECK, M. D.
410 Roberts-Banner

Mills Building
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Friend of the College of Mines
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SECTION

M. D.

M. H. WELCH
Greetings and best wishes to the
College of Mines

Martin Building

A FISH STORY
The morning came bright and clear that day. The sky
was practically cloudless, and the breezes were just strong
enough to cool the air pleasantly. The sun shone down with
dazzling brightness on two great campuses . . . those of
Columbine Tech and Dogwood A. & M.
The student bodies of both schools were at a high point
of tension-it
was the day of the great test, the battling for
the mythical national championship.
The hopes of Columbine Tech were pinned on the great
strength and broad shoulders of Percival (Tarzan) Smythe.
Smythe was a transfer from Murphy Junior College, where
he had made a great record. But Tech felt that its hopes of
victory were almost unfounded, for Smythe, with a bad case
of indigestion was under a physician's care.
On the other hand, Dogwood A. & M. was preparing for
a virtual victory feast. Alexander (Rag-time) Bhant was in
the pink of condition, and was expected- literally to eat up
his opponent that afternoon at the local stadium.
The event was the main story of the newspapers, the
subject of innumerable signs and billboards, and the topic
of conversation of the hundreds of thousands of visitors
who had thronged in to see the great battle in the Fish Bowl.
That morning, Dogwood A. & M. met the incoming
Tech train, and after playing the school song, "Yes, We
Have No Bananas," led a parade through the town. The
final float of the parade was this sign, made with vari-colored
goldfish swimming in formation: "DON'T FORGET THE
BIG EVENT
THIS
AFTERNOON
AT THE FISH
BOWL.
Columbine Tech vs, Dogwood A. & M. for the
national championship, 3 p. m.
The great stadium was filled early with hundreds of
thousands of thrill-seeking Americans, about to witness the
greatest battle in history. In the center of the arena stood
a large glass tank filled with water. The sunlight was reflected brilliantly by the white sand on the bottom of the
tank. Inside, 452 Goldfish swam, not knowing the horrible
fate that awaited them. The two men were to dive in at
a given signal and proceed to engulf as many of the fish
as they could. At each gulp, a judge would tabulate the
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score on an adding machine. Use of the hands was barred,
and clipping goldfish was penalized by a two-minute with.
drawal from the tank, while the opponent could eat as
many fish as he could catch in the interval.
The great crowd roared as the two men took their
positions at the opposite ends of the tank. After a brief
warm-up of five fish each, the two men were ready. The
gun went off, and the contest was on!
There was a flash of bronzed bodies into the water,
a flurry of sparkling bubbles and frightened goldfish.
"Clink!" ...
a score for A. & M ....
One for Tech ...
Smythe got two at once ... so did Bhant, First Tech and
then A. & M. took the lead. . . . The contest was nearing
the end, and A. & M. led! But Smythe, with a mighty display of courage and strength, got the remainder of the fish.
The score was 226 for A. & M., 226 for Tech!
But, fired with the heat of battle, Smythe and Bhant
continued to charge about, wildly snapping their jaws.
Blinded by bubbles, each caught the toe of the other and
began to chew. They settled down to the bottom of the
tank and started to eat in earnest. Slowly, as the amazed
crowd gasped, they ate more and more of each other. A.
& M. had engulfed both Tech's legs, while Tech had completely consumed A. & M.'s right side, as high as the chest.
Faster and faster they chewed, until naught remained of
either but the head. The two heads stared at each otherthen, each opened its mouth, snapped, and swallowed the
other. The tank was empty, and the crowd breathed with
relief that the contest had ended in a tie.
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CONCRETE
1:1Toro
Portland
Cement

•

1:1Toro
Richmortar

Where strength and permanency are essential, Concrete solves the problem in mines-on ranches-for
the home. There is a flexibility in its handling that
permits it to be used in a thousand ways where natural
stone and other types of building material cannot be
used to the best advantage. Use Concrete - and
specify EI Toro Portland Cement.

Southwestern Portland Cement Co.
1:1 Paso, Texas
0=========================:===========0
The major indoor sport to take the fancy of the country
after the somewhat cannabalistic goldfish episodes and the
regular Monday morning hangover (to say nothing of the
Saturday night slipping on soap in the bath tub by those
unfortunate enough to have bath tubs) was consumption
of Pyrite Pebbles.
This, as you know, is the most humorous of the humor
sections ever turned out by a Mines' annual publication.
A FRIEND

OF MINES

Dr. R. W. EMERY
OPTOMETRIST

It was destined for high things, said the staff.
They were right. The public, surfeited by humorous
humor sections in the past, turned to this novelty with
great joy. It became to the Mines' students about what
the Sears-Roebuck Catalogue is to the dry farmer, according to Doctor Waller. Dr. Waller is a History Professor.
In our next issue (see announcement of page.
.) we
will present another interesting aspect of the dry farmer,
according to some eminent member of the Mines faculty.

MRS. F. J. VI NSON, FLORIST
FLOWERS
2504 Wyoming

Next Door To Main Entrance
First National Bank Building

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

St.

Phone Main 6267
EI Paso, Texas
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When Miners Meet "Steve" is the drawing card

The Rio Grande
"STEVE'S

PLACE"

........................................
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COLLEGE of MINES
and

METALLURGY
(A Branch of the University of Texas)
EI Paso, Texas

A four-year

co-educational

Sciences, Chemistry,

institution

featuring

courses in Biological

Economics and Business Administration,

Edu-

cation and Physical Education, Engineering and Drawing, English,
Journalism and Public Speaking, Geology, History, Government and Sociology, Home Management,

Mathemat-

ics and Physics, Mining and Metallurgy, Modern
Languages, Philosophy and Psychology, Public School Art, and Public School Music.

THE SOUTHWEST'S

For a catalogue,

MOST PICTURESQUE

illustrated

folder, or information

CAMPUS

write

The Registrar

COLLEGE of MINES and MET~L\LLURGY
(A Branch of the University of Texas)
EI Paso, Texas

0===================================0
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O. S. T. Service
4214 Alameda
Phone Main 1254

Plant Station
1521 Magoffin
Phone Main 656

Compliments

Al Hardy Oil Co.

c?~

Hilton Hotel

eJI i'fhelJ,
(jctane
qa~(J.'ine

Newest -

Largest -

Finest
~~

555 Service
1830 Montana
Phone Main 555

Robert P. Williford, Manager

0==============
THE

STORY

0

OF MARY WHAITEWHISTLE

At a point in the not-too-distant past, in the metropolis
of New York, there lived an engaging young lady by the
name of Mary. Now Mary's father was an animal fancier,
and since nothing was too good for his daughter, he one day
sent her a diminutive young sheep.
It so happened that that very day was the beginning of
a course of action entirely strange to Mary-to-wit,
her first
day of enrollment at the educational institution in the neighboring vicinity known vulgarly as Public School No. 37.
Unable to part with her specially cherished and indulged
animal, she persuaded her maternal parent to allow the creature to ambulate at the rear of her person until the place of
her new venture was reached.
Educational institution rule number 379, reading as Iol-

RIDE

ON

FEDERAL TIRES

Red & White Service
500 Texas St.
Phone Main 1607
0

0

lows, "No creature of the genus OVIS, or any other ruminants allied to the goat, shall be allowed or permitted within
the confines or boundaries of any educational building or
edifice except in the state of death, dismemberation, and
preparation for mastication, assimiliation and digestion, or
for the purpose of same, and in such case well enveloped in
a protective coating of some sort or variety," prohibited the
entrance, or at least the remaining, of Algernon, for Mary
had named her pet thusly. This proved quite a problem,
since the children desired to engage in playful games with
the animal, and protested vigorously upon its removal.
The situation was well in hand at the last news, the
National Guard and Marines having subdued the unruly
elements and confiscated the evidence for purposes of mastication, digestion, and assimiliation.

When Your School Needs
Need Replenishing

For Service and Safety
SEE

Anderson

and

We Are Always Ready to Serve You

(Bus Abbott)

(Vic Anderson, Jr.)
2411 Alameda Avenue

Abbott

M-751

EI Paso, Texas

24-hour Service
Gasoline, Oil, and Tires

•..•.••..•.•............................

s. H. !(RESS
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& CO.
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Compliments

of

American Smelting
and

Refining Company

Reddy Kilowatt says:
The more work I do for you, the lower
my rate of pay. So give me more to
do, I'm happiest when serving you.

EI Paso
Smelting Works
EL PASO, TEXAS

0==================0
Epitaph for a man who died of drinking varnish by mistake-He
has a fine finish.

+ + +
Dont it stink
aint it unbearable
dont you think
the humor is terrible.
i agree
its really bad
but cant you see
good stuff
(or good enuf)
really can't be had.

0=================0
JUST FUNNY

AS HELL

An incident typical of the college to the north of us in
New Mexico occurred recently. Several undergraduates, bent
upon enjoying themselves in the approved holiday fashion
without having a holiday handy, embarked upon an excursion to Juarez, Old Mexico. There in that quaint old town,
so redolent of ancient and time-worn customs, they encountered a man selling a novel pale yellow liquid in bottles of
varia ted sizes. After several libations of this potent liquid
they approached The Tivoli, where one of the Future Farmers
of America saw a man enter one side of a revolving door,
and at the same time a young lady leave through the other
side.
Turning to his companion he remarked, "It's a good
trick, but still I don't see what he did with his clothes."

Since 1857
Best Wishes and Success to
Graduating Miners and Students

American Grocery
FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS

Company

+ + +
Borden's

Ice Cream Is Delicious

........................................
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THE place to have dances and banquets

PURITY'S

Butter-Nut Bread
Fresh Daily At All Grocers
Made by

HOTEL

PASO

DEL

PURITY

NORTE

BAKING

COMPANY

EI Paso, Texas

W. L. TOOLEY, Manager
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Once again MOLLOY -MADE
Personal Attention Given To All Orders
We Deliver
2310 N. Piedras St.

quality and workmanship

scores as the 1939 FLOWSHEET
East 2020
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is cased in a -

MOLLOY MADE COVER
from

THE MUSIC MART
Dealers In High

Grade Musical Instruments

Household

Appliances

218 Mills Street

THE MI-GAWDO
(Based on a tune by Gilbert and Sullivan)
The most outstanding body
That keeps us from our toddy
And saves the college student
From always being potty
Is that futuristic, communistic, antagonistic, behavioristic,
Conjuristic, capitalistic, egotistic, palaver istic union,
Whose name fills us with pity,
Known as the Discipline Committee.
chorus.
And it really seems a pity
To term this thing Committee,
As I am called and you are called
And all in all we all are called.
And if you want to know what they are
They're the faculty elect.
From many a field and far,
They call forth the select
To clarify the fray, and stand in stiff array as they hold
you well at bay,

~~

BABCOCK

COVER

COMPANY

411 EAST 91st STREET
LOS ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

Opposite Post Office
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Oh.
While you shake the live long day, and you never know
what they say
Cause you're busy tryin' to pray.
chorus.
To pray, to pray, you never know what they say
Cause you're busy tryin' to pray and repentin' for your
hey, your hey,
Your hey, your hey.
So if you've been before them
You know you can't ignore them
For be you man or fern,
Their torrents you can't stem
And no matter what's inferred,
You'd better not be heard, you're sure to get the bird
and not even
Come in third to have your case deferred to the Lord
High One Preferred.
chorus.
Preferred, preferred, to the Lord High One Preferred,
So accept the trouble stirred and cheerfully take the bird,
The bird, the bird, and cheerfully take the bird.

BEST

WISHES,

MINERS

Mireles Printing Company
405 S. STANTON ST.
PHONE M-5813

........••....•.........................

SCHNEIDER'S MARKET

................•.......................
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TYPOGR,APHY
1939

FLOWSHEET

IN

HARMONY

of The Flowsheet

with the silver anniversary theme this volume
has been done almost entirely in Bookman.

one. of the most popular

type faces of twenty-five

In the early years of the twentieth
larized by such outstanding

years ago.

century Bookman was popu-

typographers

as Will Bradley, in his

Chap Book series, and by the famous Elbert Hubbard in the publication of his magazine, The Philistine,
Hubbard

at the Roycroft

Shop.

employed it almost exclusively in all his publications.

While more peculiarly adapted to antique and laid papers it gives
beautiful effects on hard finish, or enamel stocks, as will be readily
recognized by typographic connoisseurs upon examination of this
volume.
With a deep sense of pride we submit this Silver Anniversary
edition of The Flowsheet to the critical judgment

of the lovers

of beautiful books, and congratulate

and Business

the Editorial

Staffs on the excellent work they have done in the preparation
of copy and the page designs of both text and advertising sections.
We wish for them and the Class of 1939 every success in the
busy, significant years that lie ahead.

Hughes- Buie Company
PRINTERS

and BINDERS

400-404 North EI Paso Street
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EI Paso, Texas

The sound of praise, we shudder at the mere mention of success, we abhor the slightest suggestion
of fame and fortune, we recoil at the remotest implication of approval, the very ring of approbation
is but sandpaper to our nerves and pepper in our
coffee. So please don't tell

US

what a sensational,

magnificent, colossal annual the 1939 FLOWS.HEET
is, nor even inquire if we are going to publish another.

Nay, friends and students of the College of

Mines, we cannot sanction the thought.
Our desires are but pure and simple. . . . To those
who like the book, we urge that you thumb thru
it again; and to the others--When, in the future
If your chair is too low,
Just reach for this Flowsheet
Which will make it just so.

RIVER ROAD ••.

LANB

DOWN

6TH AND THROCKMORTON

BY BRUNO LORE

~
~

FORT WORTH. TEXAS

